Course Description
Master of Science in International Economics and Economic Policy
26.03.2018

Required Courses

Course abbreviation:
FMIC

Course type:
Required course

Course name:
Fundamentals of Microeconomics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course provides an introduction to microeconomic theory for
Master students. Topics include individual decision making, market
interaction, strategic decision making, market power, externalities, and
asymmetric information.
Students learn to understand and reflect modern microeconomic
theory. Students learn to master quantitative microeconomic methods.
Students learn to analyze economic questions by applying their
knowledge in microeconomic theory and to formulate solutions for
economic problems.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the
period 12th of October to 15th of December. Withdrawal is permitted
up to one week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in International Management
MSc in Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Ferdinand von Siemens, PhD
—
—

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester): 6 CP, 180
hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Varian, Microeconomic Analysis, W.W Norton & Company.

Course abbreviation:
FMAC

Course type:
Required course

Course name:
Fundamentals of Macroeconomics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The course provides an introduction to Macroeconomics at the
graduate level, serving as a bridge between undergraduate level
Macroeconomics (covered in BMAK and PMAK) and graduate-level
Advanced Macroeconomics (covered in PhD Macro). Although the
emphasis is on presenting the intuition behind Macroeconomic theory,
the course will develop formal frameworks to analyze the two issues at
the core of macroeconomic analysis: business cycles and economic
growth. The frameworks will provide the basis to analyze a number of
macroeconomic policy questions. The formal description the models
uses combination figures and mathematics to derive results, with more
emphasis on mathematics than at undergraduate level. Knowledge of
functions, derivatives, and constrained optimization, along with basic
statistics is assumed. The theoretical analysis supplemented by
examples of relevant empirical work, illustrating the ways that theories
can be applied and tested.
The primary learning goal is to give students a sound grounding in
macroeconomic theory at the graduate level. To this end, the course
develops theoretical frameworks that allow students to analyze
economic growth and business cycles. On this basis, the course intends
to provide the basis for thinking analytically about problems such as
long run economic growth, business cycles, inflation and the conduct
and pitfalls of monetary and fiscal policies. After completing this
course, successful students should be able to follow current policy
debates. Highly successful students should be able to develop
arguments on a number of macroeconomic questions and to discuss
some of the current macroeconomic policy issues.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester): 6 CP, 180
hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

period 12th of October to 15th of December. Withdrawal is permitted
up to one week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in International Management
MSc in Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Marten Hillebrand
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
The lecture slides will be self-contained, integrating and extending
material from multiple sources. As such, there is not one single
textbook covering all the material to be presented and discussed in this
course. With this caveat, the primary reference for the course is:
Romer, David (2012): Advanced Macroeconomics, 4th Edition,
McGraw-Hill Publishing.
Galí, Jordí (2008): Monetary Policy, Inflation, and the Business Cycle: An
Introduction to the New Keynesian Framework and Its Applications,
2nd Edition, Princeton University Press.
Further references will be provided throughout the course.

Course abbreviation:
FECO

Course type:
Required course

Course name:
Fundamentals of Econometrics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The aim of the course is to provide you with basic knowledge and skills of
econometric analysis. This course will help you understand econometric
approaches and interpret econometric results. Also it will help you apply the
econometric knowledge to the investigation of economic theories and reveal
relations to the real world through economic data. In this course, you are
required to understand specific econometric problems you would face in
practise and to learn econometric methods to deal with these problems. The
methods and models considered in the class will be practiced with real
economic data by using modern software (STATA).
Mastering state–of–the art modelling approaches and research methodology
in economics, finance, law and economics, management and/or marketing,
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
12th of October to 15th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one
week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Business Administration
MA in Modern East Asian Studies
MSc in International Management
MSc in Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Junior Professor Jin-Young Choi, PhD
—
—

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Wooldridge, J., Introductory Econometrics: A modern Approach, SouthWestern Cengage Learning.
Wooldridge, J., Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data, MIT
press. (the older edition would be fine).
Stock, J.H. and M.W. Watson, Introduction to Econometrics, Pearson.

Compulsory Elective, International Economics

Course abbreviation:
FINE

Course type:
Compulsory elective – International Economics

Course name:
Fundamentals of International Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course offers an introduction to international trade theory and develops the main tools for
trade policy analysis. In the first part of the course, we will analyze the causes and
consequences of international trade. We will investigate why nations trade, what they trade and
who gains and who loses from this trade.
In the second part, we will analyze the motives, both economic and political, for countries or
organizations to restrict or regulate international trade and study the effects of such policies on
economic welfare.
The course covers both, perfectly competitive and imperfectly competitive models of
international trade, and supplements the theory with empirical evidence. The concepts
introduced in the lecture are reviewed and deepened in problem sets partially corrected in
class.
By the end of the course, students will be able to understand the basics of international trade
theory, and use the models and techniques to think about a number of applied questions and
trade policy-related issues.
More precisely, this course contributes to develop several skills in accordance to the global
learning objectives of the MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy:
--Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in International Economics
and Economic Policy.
--Ability to conduct policy and draft recommendations through the application of scientific
methods.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period 12th of October to
15th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the examination date.
This course is about the microeconomics and political economy of international trade. It will rely

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

on formal economic modeling to help understand some of the past and current events in the
world economy. It is therefore strongly recommended to have taken undergraduate courses in
Microeconomics and Macroeconomics.
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Management
Once yearly
One semester
Junior Professor Pramila Crivelli, PhD
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam and will cover both the course and the
applications.
Robert C. Feenstra and Alan M. Taylor, "International Trade" (or International Economics), 2015,
3rd edition, Worth Publishers.
Feenstra: "Advanced International Trade: Theory and Evidence", 2004, Princeton University
Press.

Course abbreviation:
FISY

Course type:
Compulsory elective–International Economics

Course name:
Financial Systems
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course is thought to Master students in the field of finance. It offers a
substantiated view about issues of Financial Systems and tools to analyze
them. Against this background the course is divided in three parts. The first
part covers the basic topics of international banking that is first the need for
financial intermediation and thereby for financial intermediaries; second,
topics concerning banking behavior as strategy and merger & acquisition;
third, regulation setting the rules for international banking and last other
financial institutions like capital markets and insurance companies which
complete the institutions within a financial system.
The second (major) part deals with the setup and the analysis of financial
systems in a general context. But it also covers in-depth the financial systems
of Germany, France, United Kingdome and the United States. The main
objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the importance of each part of a
financial system which is the financial sector, the corporate (non-financial)
sector, corporate governance and the way this fit together. The course also
refers to macroeconomic impacts of banking and financial systems by
discussing the field of financial systems’ design and economic growth.
The third part introduces the field of development finance and especially
micro finance as a relatively new tool in banking. Thereby, this chapter covers
the evolution of development finance within several decades and discusses
strategies and success. It also touches ethics aspects of development/micro
finance and provides a theoretical framework for a commercial approach in
micro finance. At the end of this course students are able to access problems
of Financial Systems and to detect future challenges. They are provided with a
toolbox to analyze Financial Systems and to derive conclusions about stability
and consistency for different countries. Last, students get to know with the
challenges of development finance and in detail with micro finance as a
special part of some Financial Systems.
The setup of the course contains lectures given by Prof. Schmidt but also

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts

student presentations of selected topics in each part of the lecture. Students
are asked to read recent articles in this field as well as the most recent
summaries and outlooks given by international organizations like the Bank for
International settlement (BIS), the Bundesbank or the Federal Reserve (FED).
Students have to attend a final written exam (orally in exceptional cases of
exchange students).
The main goals of the course are
--to make students in finance aware of the specific problems encountered in
international finance, especially in international markets and financial
institutions engaged in substantial cross-border business.
--to provide awareness of the fact that financial systems in different countries
differ considerably, and that this has a number of important reasons.
--to give them a profound knowledge of current trends in development
finance, especially of what has for a long time been called ”microfinance”.
Competences: Course participants should acquire the competence of seeing
and understanding characteristic features of institutions and of deriving
managerial as well as policy-related implications from the fact that financial
systems of countries and regions differ substantially.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
12th of October to 15th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one
week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in International Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Reinhard Schmidt
—
—
—

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Specific research papers will be assigned to each lecture.

Course abbreviation:
INMA

Course type:
Compulsory elective – International Economics

Course name:
International Macroeconomics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The language of the course is English, the language of Economists around the
world. The course provides an introduction to the main concepts of modern
open economy macroeconomics, including current account dynamics, real
exchange rates, international business cycles, exchange rates and
macroeconomic policy, and sovereign debt. The course is intended for
students who have some basic knowledge in macroeconomics and who are
now ready to study advanced topics in macroeconomics in greater analytical
detail. Although the emphasis is on presenting the intuition behind
international macroeconomic theory, we will be using mathematics to derive
results. Knowledge of functions, derivatives, and constrained optimization,
along with basic statistics is assumed.

Learning goals and competencies

Course Outline
- Current Account
- Real Exchange Rates
- International Business Cycles
- Exchange Rates and Macroeconomic Policy
- Sovereign Debt
The course objective is to make the students acquainted key theoretical,
methodological and empirical concepts of international macroeconomic
problems and appropriate policies. After completing the course, students
should be able to give reasonable answers to questions like: What determines
the current account? Are large current account deficits a bad thing? How does
the real exchange rate relate to the terms of trade? How are intertemporal
and intratemporal trade linked? What are sources of international business
cycles and what accounts for cross-country differences? How does the
conduct of monetary and fiscal policy change in the open economy? Students
will be able to understand these issues drawing on theoretical,

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

methodological and empirical concepts introduced in the course. Top
students will be able to develop own arguments and debate their opinions
about these issues.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th of April to 2nd of June. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before
the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Michael Evers
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
There is no single textbook that will be used. All material including the
literature will be posted on the course webpage at OLAT.

Compulsory Elective, International Economics and Public Policy

Course abbreviation:
MAFI

Course type:
Compulsory elective – International Economics, Public Policy

Course name:
Macro Finance
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course covers several topics at the intersection of macroeconomics and
finance. These include an analysis of supply and demand factors in credit
markets, the link between debt and economic recessions, the role of financial
wealth on consumption and employment, the emergence of asset price
bubbles, fiscal policy, macroprudential policy, monetary policy, and
quantitative easing. The goals are to understand, reflect and apply state-ofthe art theories, as well as to develop a factual knowledge from different
fields and to apply it in the professional practice.
Students will obtain
--Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money
and Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy.
--Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
12th of October to 15th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one
week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Junior Professor Baptiste Massenot, PhD
—
—

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
The references will be given in class.

Course abbreviation:
DEV2

Course type:
Compulsory elective – International Economics, Public Policy

Course name:
Development Economics 2: Microeconomic Aspects
of Development
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

The aim of this course is to familiarize students with the most relevant topics
in the field of development economics, and in particular with its
microeconomic aspects. An integral part of the course is to combine
economic theory with empirical methodology.
Students will obtain
--Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business.
--Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy.
--Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 12th to 25th of October.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Dany Jaimovich, PhD
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
There will be a weekly lecture, a review session every other week, problem
sets (20%) and a final exam (80%).

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Recommended literature

Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
Ray, D. (1998):Development Economics, Princeton University Press
Bardhan, Pranab and Christopher Udry (1999), Development
Microeconomics, Oxford University Press
Banerjee, A.V. and Duflo, E (2011): Poor Economics: A Radical Way of
Rethinking the Fight against Poverty

Course abbreviation:
DEV1

Course type:
Compulsory elective– International Economics, Public Policy

Course name:
Development Economics 1: Growth and
Development
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

There is ample empirical evidence that some countries are richer than others
and that some countries tend to grow faster than others. This course assesses
the question why this is so by studying macroeconomic growth models. The
course covers growth models in the spirit of Solow with an exogenous savings
rate and intertemporal growth models with an endogenous savings rate, both
real and monetary versions. Models of endogenous growth such as the Romer
Model (1990) will also be discussed. Theoretical results will be contrasted
with empirical findings. Particular emphasis is placed on the building blocks of
the growth models so that students can learn to understand both the policy
implications resulting from the respective growth models as well as their
limitations for public policy makers. From a methodological perspective the
course will introduce the students to dynamic optimization via Pontryagin’s
Maximum principle.
Students will learn theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
economic policy; conduct policy and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods, and to structure and communicate
economic content to academia and government.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th of April to 2nd of June. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before
the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Anne Jurkat
—
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Acemoglu, D. 2009. Introduction to Modern Economic Growth. Princeton and
Oxford. Princeton University Press.
Maußner, A. and R. Klump. 1996. Wachstumstheorie. Berlin. Springer.
Barro, R.J. and X. Sala-i-Martin. 2004. Economic Growth. Cambridge Mass.
MIT Press.
Mankiw, N.G., Romer, D. and David N. Weil. 1992. A Contribution to the
Empirics of Economic Growth. Quarterly Journal of Economics.
Hemmer, H.R. and A. Lorenz. 2004. Grundlagen der Wachstumsempirie.
München.
Easterly, W. 2002. The Elusive Quest for Growth. Massachusetts. MIT Press

Course abbreviation:
DEV3

Course type:
Compulsory elective– International Economics, Public Policy

Course name:
Development Economics 3: Firms and Industries
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course introduces students to the study of the role of firms and
industries in the process of economic development, focusing on the specific
institutional environment of developing countries. The focus of this course is
primarily methodological, and we will use recent empirical literature to study
selected aspects of the microeconomics of industrial sector development,
including the role of financial markets, labor markets, and international trade
in explaining individual firm behavior, productivity, market structure, and
industry dynamics.

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
It is assumed that students have prior knowledge of econometrics at the
level of "Fundamentals of Econometrics".
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Matthias Schündeln, Ph.D.
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam (80%) and problem sets (20%).
There is no required textbook. Lectures will be based primarily on recent
journal articles, which are accessible through the online resources of the
university’s library.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Course abbreviation:
ENEC

Course type:
Compulsory elective – International Economics, Public Policy

Course name:
Environmental Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course links the efficient use of scarce resources to the natural
environment. How should scarce environmental resources be used efficiently
and equitably? Which policy instruments are suited to address environmental
problems at the national as well as the international level? Based on concepts
from welfare economics and theories of environmental valuations, the first
part of the course discusses environmental policy instruments. A focus will be
on problems of uncertainty and asymmetric information and other types of
market failures. In the second part, we consider international environmental
problems and theories of international environmental agreements as well as
problems of natural resource exploitation.
The students will learn how to systematically evaluate environmental
decision-making based on key concepts from environmental economics. They
will improve their ability to conduct normative and positive analyses of some
key policy problems and to derive recommendations based on state-of-the-art
methods in economics.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Florian Morath
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam (80%) and problem sets/student
presentations (20%).

Course abbreviation:
INPE

Course type:
Compulsory elective – International Economics, Public Policy

Course name:
International Public Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
Increased internationalization of modern economies creates new challenges
for public policies. Governments face additional constraints caused by
increased mobility of economic agents and economic integration; at the same
time, international policy interaction and coordination have gained in
importance.
This course discusses some key issues in international economic policy,
focusing on questions related to public spending and revenues. Based on
microeconomic concepts we analyze incentives for policy-makers and the
effectiveness of political decision-making in reaction to current policy
problems. The topics covered in this course include:
- International fiscal competition
- Theory of tariffs, strategic trade policy, and special interest group politics
- International policy-making and commitment problems
- International public goods
The students will learn how to structure international policy issues and to
systematically investigate the strategic incentives involved in political
decision-making at the international level. They will improve their ability to
conduct normative and positive analyses of some key policy problems and to
derive recommendations based on state-of-the-art methods in economics.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Florian Morath
—

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam (80%) and problem sets/student
presentations (20%).
—

Compulsory Elective, Public Policy
Course abbreviation:
APMI

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:
Applied Microeconometrics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The course serves as an introduction to the quantitative methodologies used
by economists and social scientists to measure the impact and effectiveness
of policy interventions. The course covers experimental and nonexperimental designs, ranging from RCT's to propensity score matching,
regression discontinuity, instrumental variables and difference in difference.
For each methodology, recent applications from the empirical literature will
be discussed and practical examples will be implemented using the statistical
software STATA (available in the PC-Lab during Exercise classes). The
emphasis will be on practical applications to topics in labor and development
economics.
The aim of the course is to provide a mostly applied overview of the methods,
while also developing the skills required to critically read empirical articles in
economics, interpret regression results and conduct simple impact
evaluations.
--Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business.
--Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Economic
Policy.
--Ability to conduct policy analyses and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS.
Satisfactory knowledge of econometrics, at the level of ”Fundamentals of
Econometrics” (MA level or advanced BA), and microeconomic theory, at the
level of ”Fundamentals of Microeconomics.”
Knowledge of STATA is not a pre-requisite and a quick introduction to

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

programming in STATA will be offered during the LAB sessions, but those who
are not familiar with the programming language should be aware of the extra
challenge they will face in learning the material while also learning a new
software. STATA will also be used for the problem sets.
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Junior Professor Emilia Soldani, PhD
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
The main material consists of the students’ notes and instructor’s slides, the
papers covered in class and selected chapters from the following textbooks:
[W] Wooldridge – Econometric Analysis of Cross section and Panel Data
[BW] Wooldridge – Introductory Econometrics
[MHE] Angrist and Pischke – Mostly Harmless Econometrics
[CT] Cameron and Trivedi – Microeconometrics: methods and applications
The mandatory readings are marked in the schedule.

Course abbreviation:

Course type:

EATU

Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:

Active course time:

Europe and the US: Comparative Economic Analyses

34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Description

This advanced course analyzes differences in the economic systems,
preferences, and outcomes between Europe and the US. Topics include the
welfare state, taxation, labor markets, demographics, preferences for
redistribution, migration, monetary and fiscal policy, and the educational
system. We study the origins of potential differences, as well as their
consequences for the lives of people. We explore macro- as well as
microeconomic studies of both theoretical and empirical nature. The major
goal of this course is to give students the opportunity to apply the knowledge
and tools acquired in previous courses to a fascinating topic. Thus, the
prerequisites are intermediate microeconomic and macroeconomic theory,
statistics, and econometrics. When discussing the readings, we will focus not
only on the content, but also on the methodology.

Learning goals and competencies

Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy.

Enrollment requirements

Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS.

Recommended foreknowledge:

—

Allocation

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy

Cross allocation for other fields of study

MSc in Money and Finance

Schedule

Once yearly

Length

One semester

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester): 6 CP,
180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Instructor

Professor Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln

Study record; transcripts

—

Proof of participation

—

Academic transcripts

—

Breakdown

4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course and Exam language

English

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.

Recommended literature

Related Papers


Prescott, Edward C. (2004): Why Do Americans Work So Much More
Than Europeans?, Federal Reserve Bank of MinneapolisQuarterly
Review, 28(1), 2–13.



Blanchard, Olivier and Justin Wolfers (2000): The Role of Shocks and
Institutions in the Rise of European Unemployment, Economic
Journal, 110(462), C1-C34.



Alesina, Alberto and Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln (2007): Good Bye Lenin
(or not?) – The Effect of Communism on People’s Preferences,
American Economic Review, 97(4), 1507-1528.



Estevez-Abe, Margarita, Torben Iversen, and David Soskice (2001):
Social Protection and the Formation of Skills: A Reinterpretation of
the Welfare State, in: Hall, Peter and David Soskice (eds.): Varieties of
Capitalism: The Institutional Foundations of Comparative Advantage,
Oxford University Press, Oxford, New York.



Blanchard, Olivier and Lawrence Katz (1992): Regional Evolutions,
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, 1992(1), 1-75.



Fernández, Raquel (2007): Women, Work, and Culture, Journal of the
European Economic Association, 5(2-3), 305-332.

Course abbreviation:

Course type:

Credit points and workload

HFES

Compulsory elective – Public Policy

(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)

Course name:

Active course time:

Household Finance Econometrics Using Stata

34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

Household finance is a young and vibrant research field drawing great interest
from academic researchers and financial practitioners alike. This course is
designed to provide an introduction to several major household finance
datasets and guide students to perform econometric analysis using these
data. The econometric models to be covered in the course include ordinary
least squares estimation (OLS), binary response models, sample selection
models, instrumental variables method (IV) and panel data. To illustrate these
methods, we will empirically investigate household finance topics such as
stock market participation, portfolio choice, retirement savings and mortgage
debt, using the microeconomic datasets e.g. the Italian Survey of Household
Income and Wealth (SHIW) and a cross—country Survey of Health, Ageing and
Retirement in Europe (SHARE). To this end, we will also learn how to address
the common challenges of empirical research such as heteroscedasticity,
missing data and measurement error. The formal lectures will be
complemented by the hands—on tutorials in the computer lab where we will
practice the techniques learnt in class. The homework assignments will be
based on the Stata exercises and the datasets used in the lab tutorials. Some
basic knowledge of econometrics and statistical testing is needed to follow
the course. Prior knowledge of Stata is not necessary, as you will be given an
introduction in the first tutorial session.
During this applied course the students will gain better understanding of how
household finance empirical research is carried out, and thus improve their

Self—study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

ability to navigate through the papers which employ the econometric
techniques learnt in the course. Furthermore, the course provides the
students with a necessary skill—set to be able to conduct their own
microeconometric analysis using the Stata statistical package. The student will
thus obtain a good basis for writing an empirical seminar paper or Master
Thesis.
Topics:
1.Household Finance Datasets; Data Management
2.Data Description and Reporting (Descriptive Statistics, Graphing)
3.Missing Values, Multiple Imputation, Measurement Error
4.Ordinary Least Squares, Omitted Variable Bias, Heteroskedasticity
5.Interpretation and Presentation of Results, Testing
6.Binary Response Models; Maximum Likelihood Estimation
7.Sample Selection Models
8.Instrumental Variables
9.Panel Data Models
10.(if time allows) Programming in STATA: programming language MATA
Goals/competency targets

Students should be able to independently apply methods to contemporary
issues of
macroeconomics and public finance. Moreover the money modules enable
them to
evaluate the scientific literature critically, as well as to apply their knowledge
to new

problems, and to develop potential solutions to these problems. Further,
students will develop advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical
knowledge in Money and Finance and the
ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
Enrollment requirements

—

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy

Cross allocation for other fields of study

MSc in Money and Finance

Schedule

Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor

Dr. Ljubica Djordjevic

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

—

Academic transcripts

—

Breakdown

4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

English
Final Exam (80%)
Two homework assignments (20%)
— Cameron & Trivedi, Microeconometrics Using Stata. Stata Press, 2009.
— Angrist & Pischke, Mostly Harmless Econometrics: An Empiricist’s
Companion. Princeton University Press, 2009

Course abbreviation:
FOPP

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:
Fundamentals of Public Policy
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The course addresses mainly first year students in IEEP and is covering the
normative and positive sides of Public Policy.
Part 1 covers the normative side, including:
 Social welfare functions
 The impossibility of transitive social preferences
 The optimal supply of public goods
 Externalities and the tragedy of the commons
 Cost-benefit analysis
 Regulation of market power
 Public procurement
Part 2 covers the positive side, including:
 Voting rules
 The economics of federalism
 Rent seeking
 Bureaucracy and the Leviathan hypothesis
Students will learn to apply microeconomic concepts (public goods,
externalities) to problems in public economics, will be empowered to
evaluate and discuss theoretical and ethical foundations of public economics,
and will improve their understanding of political decision making.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th of October to 16th of December 2016. Withdrawal is permitted up to
one week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Alfons Weichenrieder

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): hours

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Dennis C. Mueller, Public Choice III, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003. (Additional literature will be included in the final syllabus.)

Course abbreviation:
HHFI

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:
Household Finance
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course presents topics on the new area of Household Finance, on the
interface between Macroeconomics and Finance.This is not only an active
area of frontier academic research,but also interesting and useful to people
working in the financial sector, including central banks. The broad overall
theme of the topics presented is household wealth management, namely
analysis of household demand for assets and for loans.The course should
appeal to a wide range of students, from those interested in understanding
household preferences regarding financial products that can be of use in
financial sector jobs, to those who are more academically oriented and who
want to study intertemporal portfolio selection in the face of labor income
risk for which one cannot buy insurance. An explicit aim of the course is to
stress the intuition behind the results and to provide students with basic
understanding of key findings in recent, mostly empirical but also
computational, research on household portfolios. The formal lectures will be
supplemented by sections (two hours every two weeks), which will stress
useful techniques and hands-on-practice in data analysis using the STATA
econometric package, as well as ways to interpret empirical findings in
portfolio research.
Students learn:
--Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money
and Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy.
--Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
--Ability to conduct policy analyses and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th of October to 16th of December 2016. Withdrawal is permitted up to
one week before the examination date.
—

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): hours

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Michael Haliassos, PhD
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Guiso, Luigi, Michael Haliassos, and Tullio Jappelli (Eds.), Household
Portfolios, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002.
Guiso, Luigi, Michael Haliassos, and Tullio Jappelli (Eds.), Stockholding in
Europe, Palgrave Macmillan, 2002.
Deaton, Angus, Understanding Consumption, Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1992.
Christian Gollier, The Economics of Risk and Time, M.I.T. Press, 2001 (now
also in paperback).
Giuseppe Bertola, Richard Disney, and Charles Grant (Eds.), The Economics of
Consumer Credit, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006.
Deaton, Angus, The Analysis of Household Surveys, Baltimore, MD: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1997.
Judd, Kenneth, Numerical Methods in Economics, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
1998.
Haliassos, Michael (Ed.), Financial Innovation: Too Much or Too Little?,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press (forthcoming, January 2013)
Please find further recommended readings in the syllabus.

Course abbreviation:
COEC

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:
Competition Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course is a course on competition economics and antitrust policy at the
Master level. We start by introducing the underlying concepts of the subject - effective competition, the assessment of market power and the definition of
the relevant market. We also discuss the determinants of market outcomes,
i.e. demand functions, technological determinants of market structure and
game theoretical models explaining market behavior in monopolies and
oligopolies. We then cover topics such as collusion and horizontal
agreements, horizontal mergers, vertical restraints and vertical mergers, and
predation, monopolization and other abusive practices.
The aim of this course is to introduce students to the field of competition
economics and antitrust policy and expand their knowledge of advances in
this field at the Master level. A particular emphasis is put on applications and
the discussion of antitrust cases. This course provides lectures on the basic
game theoretic models as well as on the empirical implantation of these
models and their applications. The lectures are supplemented with case
studies to learn how to apply the theoretical and the econometric models to
real world situations.

Learning goals and competencies

List of Topics
- Effective competition, welfare and market power
- Market definition and assessment of market power
- Collusion and horizontal agreements
- Horizontal mergers
- Vertical restraints and vertical mergers
- Predation, monopolization and other abusive practices
Students learn theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
competition economics.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): hours

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

Students learn how to apply theoretical and empirical concepts in
competition economics to real world cases.
Students extend their ability to effectively structure and communicate
economic content in written form to audiences from academia, government
and business.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th of April to 2nd of June. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before
the examination date.
Knowledge in Microeconomics, Industrial Organization and empirical
Econometrics are recommended.
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in International Management
MSc in Management
MSc in Betriebswirtschaftslehre
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Christine Zulehner
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Massimo Motta (2004): Competition Policy, Theory and Practice, Cambridge
University Press.
Peter Davis and Eliana Garces (2010): Quantitative Techniques for
Competition and Antitrust Analysis, Princeton University Press.
Simon Bishop and Mike Walker (2010): The Economics of Competition Law:
Concepts, Application and Measurement, Third Edition, Thomson Reuters.

Course abbreviation:
PUEC

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:
Public Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course focuses on the role of the government in the economy. The aim is
to provide an understanding of the reasons forgovernment intervention in
the economy, analyzing the benefits of possible government policies, and the
response of economicagents to the government's actions. The course covers
tax policy and inequality, social insurance programs public goods. It also
covers some issues regarding social preferences if time allows. Special
emphasis is on current policy such as security reform and income
inequality.This is a Master level course for students of MMF, MIEEP or MSQE
programs. Students with an interest in public finance, policy and inequality
are recommended to take this course. Enrollees should be comfortable with
multivariate calculus basic economic concepts.
Students will acquire the ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and
draft recommendations through the application of scientific methods.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Hitoshi Tsujiyama, Ph.D.
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam (80%) and a homework (20%).
Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
Optional Reading:
Jonathan Gruber, ”Public Finance and Public Policy”, 4th edition, 2012.
Other readings: Can be found in each lecture note

Course abbreviation:
PFMA

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:
Public Finance in Macroeconomics: Heterogenous
Agent Models
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

We will study variants of the three “workhorses” of dynamic macroeconomics
in general equilibrium:
- the neoclassical representative agent model,
- the Aiyagari-Bewley-Huggett models with intra-generational
heterogeneity,
- and overlapping generations (OLG) models, featuring intra- as well as
inter-generational heterogeneity.
While all these types of models will be analysed, most room will be given to
life-cycle economies (OLG applications). For this reason, we will start out by
extensively studying partial equilibrium models of household behaviour, e.g.
the dynamics of consumption, savings, labour supply and portfolio allocation
decisions over the life-cycle. Once we roughly understand these models, we
will turn to general equilibrium models. Our general equilibrium discussion
will then cover models with idiosyncratic risk (e.g., individual unemployment
shocks that, in each time period, affect only a fraction of agents in the
economy) and, if time permits, also models with aggregate risk (e.g.,
productivity shocks that simultaneously affect all agents).
During the course, (i) we will seek to compare certain model features with the
data, (ii) we will implement some of the models on the computer and (iii) we
will analyze policy questions. Among these policy questions there are issues
related to the distribution of income, wealth and consumption both within
and across generations, traditional public finance questions and how
demographic change will affect the economy in a global world. Towards the
end of the course you will have learned how to solve simple models
analytically and more complex models numerically and how to use these
models for policy analysis.
Registration for courses in the MSQ and Ph.D. Programs generally is open only

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): hours

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

for students formally admitted to the MSQ and Ph.D. Programs at GSEFM.
Exceptions are routinely made for students admitted as doctoral students by
the ”Promotionsausschuss” of the Faculty of Economics and Business
Administration at Goethe University. All other students will need to
individually seek the permission of the course instructor in question, the
GSEFM program director in question, as well as the director of their degree
program to participate in MSQ and Ph.D. Program courses.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Alexander Ludwig
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam (80%) and cases (20%).
Alexander Ludwig (2014): Heterogenous Agent Models, Lecture Notes.

Course abbreviation:
ETAX

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:
The Economics of Taxation
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The course gives an overview of tax theory and tax policy on an advanced
level. It covers:
- Historical lessons in tax policies
- Taxation principles
- Tax incidence
- The excess burden of taxation
- Optimal taxation
- Taxation of external effects
- International tax competition
Students will learn and understand the evaluation criteria of tax policies
and tax reforms, Students will learn to apply the evaluation criteria to
analyze and evaluate tax policy making and tax policy reform in national
and global economies.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the
period 13th of April to 2nd of June. Withdrawal is permitted up to one
week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Alfons J. Weichenrieder
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Credit points and
workload (hours per
semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): hours

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Selected Readings:
Salanie, B. (2003), The Economics of Taxation. Cambridge: MIT Press.
Atkinson, A.B. and J.E. Stiglitz (1980), Lectures on Public Economics.
Amsterdam: North-Holland.
Boadway, R.W. and D.E. Wildasin (1984), Public Sector Economics (2nd
ed.). Boston: Little, Brown and Company.
Musgrave, R.A. and P.B. Musgrave (1989), Public Finance in Theory and
Practice. 5th ed.

Course abbreviation:
MEIO

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Public Policy

Course name:
Methods in Empirical Industrial Organizations
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The course discusses empirical methods at the master level, especially as
applied to research in Industrial Organization and competition policy. We will
discuss a broad range of topics, such as competition models, demand
estimation and supply modeling. For all topics we will first discuss the
theoretical framework such that they can be discussed in applied contexts.
Students are expected to solve problem sets and an exam. Problem sets
involve analyzing data sets and replication of existing work. Students should
have access to a statistical package such as STATA or R.
 Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in
both written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government
and business (LGIEEP-1).
 Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
Economic Policy (esp. Competition Policy) (LGIEEP-3).
 Ability to conduct policy analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods (LGIEEP-4).
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS.
Fundamentals of Econometrics (Master) or equivalent and Fundamentals of
Microeconomics (Master) or equivalent are highly recommended.
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Business Informatics
MSc in Management
MSc in International Management
MSc in Betriebswirtschaftslehre
Once yearly
One semester
Florian Deuflhard, Zlata Jakubovic and Macro Kotschedoff
—
—
—

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.






Davis, Peter, and Eliana Garces (2010): Quantitative Techniques for
Competition and Antitrust Analysis, Princeton University Press
Cameron, Colin and Pravin Trivedi (2005): Microeconometrics:
Methods and Applications, Cambridge University Press
Train, Kenneth E. (2009): Discrete Choice Methods with Simulation,
Cambridge University Press
Belleflamme, Paul and Martin Peitz (2010): Industrial Organization:
Markets and Strategies, Cambridge University Press
Tirole, Jean (1988): The Theory of Industrial Organization, MIT Press

Compulsory Elective, Supplementary Course

Course abbreviation:
CBTR

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Central bank transparency
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This course reviews the latest research on central banks transparency and
reviews the transformation of central banks to become more transparent,
accountable, predictable as an important ingredient for communicating
monetary policy and for safeguarding financial stability. The course combines
guest speakers, case studies and lectures as part of reviewing the reasons for
these developments and for providing markets with forward guidance as part
of anchoring long-term inflation expectations. The lecture covers current
practice of central banks and discusses the optimal level of transparency for
independent institutions and the impact on trust.
Students will obtain:
--Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business.
--Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period of
12th October to 15th December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week
before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Per Nymand-Andersen

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 67 hours

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
References will be given in class.

Course abbreviation:
CSIM

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Case Studies In International Macroeconomics:
Drivers of Long Term Growth

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

In this course, students will develop the analytical framework of a growth
accounting exercise for a developed economy, similar to the one applied
by many international organizations and applied research institutes.
Students will work on a project to estimate the drivers of economic growth
in a country of their choice. As part of the project, students write up the
results in a paper and present their results. Class work will consist of
individual and team work.
 LGIEEP-1/LGMMF-1: Ability to effectively structure and
communicate economic content in both written and oral forms to
audiences from academia, government and business.
 LGIEEP-3/LGMMF-3: Advanced theoretical, methodological and
empirical knowledge in International Economics and Economic
Policy.
 LGIEEP-4/LGMMF-4: Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses
and draft recommendations through the application of scientific
methods.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

One semester
Dr. Jörg Zeuner
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per
semester):
67 hours

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

English
100% project work





Barro, Robert J., „Notes on Growth Accounting”, Journal of
Economic Growth, 4, June 1999, 119-137
Barro, Robert J. and Xavier Sala-i-Martin, ”Economic Growth”, 1995
Hulten, Charles R., ”Growth Accounting”, NBER Working Paper
15341, http://nber.org/papers/w15341
Jones, Charles I. and Dietrich Vollrath, ”Introduction to Economic
Growth”, 2013, 3rd ed.

Course abbreviation:
MUST

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Multivariate Statistics

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Outline:
I. Introduction
II. Sampling theory
III. Analysis of variance
IV. Regression analysis
V. Factor analysis
VI. Cluster analysis
VII. Discriminant analysis
VII. Record linkage
This course aims to teach students multivariate statistical methods such
as regression models, variance, factor, discriminant and cluster analysis. It
builds upon the methodical knowledge from descriptive and inductive
statistics, thus previous knowledge in these areas is a prerequisite.
Furthermore the topic record linkage should give a first inside view in
techniques to integrate data from different sources. In addition to the
theoretical lessons, students have the opportunity to practice the
methods using the statistical programme SPSS. The objective is to enable
students to apply the procedures to the ‘CAMPUS—Files’ data sets.
Supplied by the Research Data Centres of the Federal Statistical Office and
based on official microdata, CAMPUS—Files are optimal for gathering
experience in handling large datasets and exercising theory in a practical
manner.
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge
whether theories and methods are applicable to concrete examples and to
apply them where appropriate. They develop a broader understanding of
superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory to practice, so
that they can give policy relevant advice.

Goals/competency targets

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per
semester):
67 hours

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy

Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

Hon. Prof. Dr. Markus Zwick
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
— Backhaus, K.; Erichson, B.; Plinke, W.; Weiber, R. (2011); Multivariate
Analysemethoden, 13. Edition, Springer Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg.
— Bauer, T.K.; Fertig, M.; Schmidt, C.M. (2009); Empirische
Wirtschaftsforschung, Springer Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg.
— Cochran, W.G. (1977), Sampling Techniques, Third Edition, New York.
— Eckey, H.—F.; Kosfeld, R.; Rengers, M. (2002); Multivariate Statistik,
Gabler, Wiesbaden.
— Härdle, W.K.; Simar, L. (2012); Applied Multivariate Statistical Analysis,
3. Edition, Springer.
— Iversen, G.R.; Gergen, M. (1997); Statistics: The Conceptual Approach,
Springer.
— Zwick, M. (2007), CAMPUS—Files, Free Public Use Files for Teaching
Purposes, Journal of Applied Social Science Studies — Schmollers
Jahrbuch, Vol. 127. pp. 655 – 668.

Course abbreviation:
ASBE

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Animal Spirits and Behavioral Economics
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
In this course we will introduce a few departures of the rational model
economic decision making. Behavioral economics adds insights from
psychology to economic models. We will study a couple of behavioral biases,
and apply these concepts some questions. The focus is on topics that are
traditionally macroeconomic in nature: central banking, unemployment,
inflation, and saving. We will use the book ”Animal Spirits”, by Akerlof and
Shiller (2009). In addition we will discuss the research on which the book is
based. The first six lectures will be devoted to introducing several findings
from behavioral economics. In the last eight classes we will discuss relevant
policy questions.
At the end of the course, the student should...
...have an overview of some important behavioral biases.
...be able to argue how behavioral economics and the rational framework
offer different perspectives, and offer pros and cons for each perspective.
...incorporate behavioral economics into macroeconomic topics.
...read, interpret, evaluate, and discuss results in the academic literature
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 12th to 25th of October.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Jun.-Prof. Nathanael Vellekoop, PhD
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 67 hours

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

Recommended literature

English
100% project paper
Topics:
Fairness and corruption
Money illusion
Time discounting
Heuristics and Prospect Theory
Why do central bankers have power over the economy?
Why are there people who cannot find a job?
Why is there a trade-off between inflation and unemployment in the long
run?
Why is there special poverty among minorities?
Why is saving for the future so arbitrary?
Why are financial prices and corporate investments so volatile?
Why do real estate markets go through cycles?
Policy making with behavioral economics
Akerlof, George A. and Robert J. Shiller. 2009. Animal Spirits: How Human
Psychology Drives the Economy, and Why it Matters for Global Capitalism.
Princeton University Press.
[E-book and German translation are available in the library] + a few papers

Course abbreviation:
ITAX

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
The Practice of International Taxation
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
Principles of Taxation of unlimited and limited Taxpayers
--Principles of Tax Credits of Foreign Income
--OECD Model Tax Convention on Income
--CFC and BEPS
--EUTax Law
Understanding the Complexity of International Taxation.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 12th to 25th of October.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Helmut Rehm
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
100% project paper

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

OECD Commentary on Model Convention
Rehm/Nagler Das Europäische Steuerrecht

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 67 hours

Course abbreviation:
EMUN

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Economics of Monetary Unions

Active course time:
23h (2 SWS)

Description

The course will review the main stages of the 2007-2016 crisis, analyse the
economic, financial, social and political legacy of the crisis so far, and
rationalise the economic, financial and institutional transformations under
way.
Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral form. Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical
knowledge in the area of monetary unions. Ability to conduct policy analysis
in the area of monetary policy.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of October 2016.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Francesco Mongelli
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 60 minutes duration (60%) and a
small essay (40%).
De Grauwe, P. (2016), The Economics of Monetary Unions, 11th ed., Oxford
University Press.
ECB (2011), The Monetary Policy of the ECB,

Credit points and
workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self-study (hours per
semester):
67 hours

http://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/monetarypolicy2011en.pdf

Course abbreviation:
GFMA

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Global Financial Markets under the Influence of
Low Interest Rates and Quantitative Easing
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Interest rates have been in decline for the last 20 years. Most of the time,
this was a response to changes in the economic environment and the
downward trend mirrored slow growth and declining inflation. Are such
factors also responsible for the most recent decline of interest rates? Are
partly negative interest rates caused by the post-crisis economic
environment, or are they mainly a result of ultra-loose monetary policy?
How have these monetary policies affected economic growth and inflation?
Has there been an impact through the portfolio channel or the credit channel
of monetary transmission?
Low interest rates are not without costs: They are a boon for borrowers like
the state but a bane for savers. Also, they affect the willingness of investors
to take risks and can have consequences for the stability of financial markets.
The impact of low interest rates can be studied in the context of the
development in Japan which also provides some lessons for economic policy.
The module provides a framework for analysing the current situation of
extreme low yields and their ramifications. While it will use standard
economic models, it always relates the discussion to the current economic
situation in Europe. In particular, the module will focus on those issues most
relevant for assessing the monetary policy of the ECB. By developing an
understanding of the European situation of low interest rates, the discussion
will highlight necessary policy measures and tools for Europe to escape the
growth trap of “too low for too long”.
In this module students will...
…learn to apply models from the financial economics literature to the lowyield environment.
…have an overview of both seminal and recent academic work on the topics
covered in the course.

Credit points and
workload (hours per
semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 67 hours

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

…be able to critically assess current monetary and economic policy
questions.
…develop a broader view on the challenges facing the European Monetary
Union.
…learn to concisely present and explain complex policy issues.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of October 2016.
Standard macroeconomic theory
Basic financial economics theory
Knowledge of standard theories explaining monetary policy
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Hon. Prof. Dr. Michael Heise
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
100% project paper
Topics
1) Why are the yields for safe assets so low? Deciphering the impact of
fundamental trends and monetary policies
Long-term trends that impact real interest rates
What are term premia and why are they so low?
The impact of monetary policies
2) Monetary policy transmission through financial markets: the portfolio
channel
The impact of monetary policies on asset prices
Differences in the impact of quantitative easing in the United States and
Europe

3) The credit channel of monetary policies – effective in a balance sheet
recession?
4) Are monetary policies putting financial stability at risk?
5) The power of macroprudential supervision to counter excessive market
developments
6) The development of global financial wealth in a low-rate environment
Major trends in global financial wealth
The impact of monetary policies on savers and debtors in the EU

Recommended literature

Lessons of the Japanese experience for economic policies
--Similarities and differences of the present situation and the Japanese
stagnation
--Lessons for economic policy
M. Draghi (2015), The ECB’s recent monetary policy measures: Effectiveness
and challenges, Camdessus lecture, Washington 14 May 2015.
M. Feldstein (2016), The Fed’s Unconventional Monetary Policy – Why
Dangers Lie Ahead, Foreign Affairs, May/June 2016 issue.
B. Bernanke (2013), Long-term interest rates, Speech at the Annual
Monetary/Macroeconomics Conference: The Past and Future of Monetary
Policy, sponsored by Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, San Francisco,
California.

Course abbreviation:
CEBA

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Central Banking
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The course provides a broad overview of basic conceptions as well open
questions in central banking. Some lectures are focused on explaining key
concepts of central banking is, what banks do and why they have become so
influential for financial markets and the general public, especially in the wake
of the global financial crisis. In the second part, the course deals with puzzles
and open questions surrounding central banking, giving students a sense of
the debate at frontier research. Question-specific lectures include, for
example, the zero bound on nominal interest rates; whether central banks
should target the inflation rate or the price level; whether and how low
interest rates are detrimental to financial stability; central banks will
eventually disappear.
Students will learn advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical
knowledge in Money and Finance or International Economics and Economic
Policy.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th of April to 2nd of June. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before
the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Livio Stracca, Ph.D.
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 67 hours

marks)
Recommended literature

—

Course abbreviation:
ECET

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
The Economics of the Energy Turnaround
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The aim of the course is to familiarize students with the economics of the
energy turnaround. This issue is not only an active area of academic research
but also a hotly debated subject that is highly relevant for policy makers. The
emphasis is put on three aspects of the challenges ahead:
- energy supply (EEG, capacity markets, electricity generation etc.);
- energy demand (energy efficiency in households and industry, energy use
in transportation, energy storage etc.);
- policies closely connected to the energy markets (competitiveness of the
German economy, transportation and energy policies and others).
After an introduction describing the German energy turnaround - its history,
aims and expectations the students will deliver presentations on one of the
selected topics. The work is based on recent (empirical) studies and surveys
and less focus is put on the technical aspects or theoretical modeling. The
presentation topics will be assigned during the introductory meeting on the
18th of April from 18-20h. The students will also need to submit a three-page
long summary of their findings.

Learning goals and competencies

The course is primarily intended for Master students in business and
economics and especially recommended for those interested in policy making
and the work of research institutes.
Students will have comprehensive understanding of economic aspects and
perspectives of the German Energy Turnaround (GET);
Students will know the importance of Renewable Energy, Energy Efficiency
and Energy Saving Measures for the GET;
Students will have the understanding of important technical restrictions of
the GET and their economic consequences;
Students will be able to structure and present complex economic issues, both

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 67 hours

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

in written and oral form;
Students will be able to use economic thinking for the analysis of apparently
non-economic problems.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Honorary Professor Dr. Rainer Durth
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a term paper (100%).
There is no required textbook. Classes will be based primarily on recent
studies, which are accessible through the online resources of the university’s
library or freely available in internet.

Compulsory Elective, Seminar
Course abbreviation:
HAK1: S18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Personal Finance
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
There is abundant evidence that many households make costly mistakes
when it comes to managing their financial wealth and saving for retirement.
Observable household investment and financing behavior is rarely consistent
with the precepts of modern finance theory. This seminar will not only deal
with typical household financial decisions and widespread mistakes but will
also focus on possible instruments and mechanisms to help households
improve their decision making. Topics will include long-term asset allocation,
portfolio choice in the presence of background risk, the role of financial
advice, financial product design, emerging retail banking business models and
changes in pension systems. Seminar participants are expected to write a
paper that surveys the relevant literature. Seminar papers are presented and
discussed in class.
Students are familiar with the most topical issues in the research area of
Personal Finance, the underlying economic theories, and empirical evidence.
Students are able to make themselves familiar with a topic by reviewing top
grade published contributions to the relevant literature, to critically assess
existing research, to put research results into perspective, and, finally, to
draw their own conclusions.
Students are able to communicate results of their work clearly and
comprehensively in both written and oral form.
Students are able to discuss contents presented by others in a constructive
way.
The course registration will take place within the period 2nd to 10th of
October via the Finance-Toolbox.
The course registration does not replace the examination registration, which
is needed to finally participate in this course.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown

After the seminar allocation the students will be informed by email on 12th of
October whether they have been chosen to participate and when and where
the final examination registration and withdrawal will take place within the
period 12th to 25th of October.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in International Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Andreas Hackethal, PhD
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

English
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each
partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Course abbreviation:
KAA1:S18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Macroeconomics of Housing Markets

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Description

This seminar deals with the incorporation of housing consumption and
homeownership choice in quantitative macroeconomic models with
heterogeneous households. Utilizing such model tools allows researchers to
study: (i) the economic determinants of homeownership, and (ii) the
consequences of various policy changes in the housing market for household
welfare and inequality. Most studies of housing in macroeconomics
concentrate on the United States. Next to reviewing those studies, we are
going to take a look at quantitative models aiming to understand housing
markets in European countries. The macroeconomic models usually rely on
collateral constraints, incomplete markets and transaction costs as key
ingredients. Such frictions in the housing market are empirically justified and
leave room for public policy interventions.
 LGMMF-1: Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic
content in both written and oral forms to audiences from academia,
government and business.
 LGMMF-3: Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical
knowledge in Money and Finance or International Economics and
Economic Policy.
 LGMMF-4: Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft
recommendations through the application of scientific methods.
 LGIEEP-1: Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic
content in both written and oral forms to audiences from academia,
government and business.
 LGIEEP-3: Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical
knowledge in Money and Finance or International Economics and
Economic Policy.
 LGIEEP-4: Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft
recommendations through the application of scientific methods.

Learning goals and competencies

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Enrollment requirements

This module is limited to 30 participants.
Students, who want to take this course, have to take part in the allocation
procedure within the application period from March 13 to April 3 via LSF
course enrolment. The enrolment function is only visible and available if
logged in. Please note this attached instruction (available only in German).
If the number of applicants exceeds the number of participants, the
assignments will be drawn by lots. That is, at the end of the application
period, all enrolments made within the application period are taken into
account on an equal basis. The result of the allocation procedure will
probably be available as from April 4 in QIS-LSF via My Functions --> My
Lectures.
A successful assignment („application status ZU”) entitles students to
register for the exam, but does not replace it! The exam registration and
withdrawal takes place from 5 to 18 April in person by signature at the
secretariat of the chair (HoF 3.48) during the regular office hours. A failure
to register for the exam automatically leads to the loss of the assignment
out of the allocation procedure.
Students, who did not take part in the allocation procedure or did not get an
assignment, may not be allowed for registration.
Application Period: March 13 – April 3
Exam Registration and Withdrawal Deadline: April 5 – 18

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Leo Kaas
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—

Academic transcripts

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each
partial requirement needs to be passed in order to pass the whole seminar.
—

Course abbreviation:
FAI1: W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Topics in Financial Economics and Corporate
Governance
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

- Corporate governance. Whistle blowing
- CEO compensation and stock performance
- Lobby and banking
- Gender and corporate governance and labour decisions
- Miscellaneous
We will examine together via presentations and discussions a series of
theoretical and empirical papers on various issues in corporate governance.
Many of the issues are at the frontier of traditional corporate governance
topics and behavioral-social elements. The purpose can provide a gopod basis
also for developing further into master thesis.
The number of participants is limited to 30 students.
Please submit your application for this seminar via email naming three of your
favourite topics within this syllabus to Ms. Jakopcevic on the 6th of
Octobermfrom 9:00 – 16:30 h. Application emails for this seminar beyond the
aforementioned time frame will not be considered!
Students will be admitted to this block seminar according to the chronological
order of the incoming application emails, and they will be informed about
their acceptance on the 10th of October, and will receive their assignments
on the 17th October.
Please note: Notwithstanding the given favourite topics by the applicants
there will be no guarantee to get an assignment for one of the three named
favourites.
Official examination registration and withdrawal via personal signing the
registration list will take place in the Office HoF 3.48 within the period of 12th
to 25th October during regular opening hours.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

Recommended literature

Once yearly
One semester
Professor Ester Faia, PhD
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The grades will be determined by a presentation on a topic to be chosen from
the syllabus and a short essay that summarizes the presentation. Both
presentation and essay will fulfil the requirements by examination regulation
respectively for an oral examination and a term paper. The presentation will
be evaluated with 40%, the essay with 60%.
Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Course abbreviation:
LUD1 :W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Current Topics on Macroeconomics and Economic
Policy: A Scientific Perspective
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

This seminar will cover topics on current economic policy debates with
respect to issues on public finance and macroeconomics. Examples are
understanding the sources of inequality, reforms to the tax and transfer
system, and the welfare effects of immigration.
In this seminar, students will learn about an interesting and developing
modern literature on public finance and macroeconomics. They will also be
taught a set of presentation skills.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 12th to 25th of October.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Alexander Ludwig
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Class presentation (approx. 25 minutes in groups of approx. 3 students)
Single authored seminar paper (15 pages)
Specific requirement for seminar paper: Summarize the assigned paper using
your own words. Citations must be made explicit. In addition, briefly relate
your specific paper to other papers presented at the seminar in the

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Recommended literature

introduction and the conclusion.
Grading will be based on seminar paper (60%) and presentation (40%).
Jonathan Heathcote, Kjetil Storesletten and Giovanni L. Violante (2009):
Quantitative Macroeconomics with Heterogeneous Households, Annual
Review of Economics, Vol. 1: 319-354.
Research papers: to be selected prior to the seminar.

Course abbreviation:
CRI1 :W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Empirics of Trade Policy Analysis
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This seminar aims at guiding students from the standard trade theory to
applied empirical research through hands-on applications on STATA. While
normative discussion will be encouraged, the focus of the seminar will be on
methodological aspects to understand how rigorous researchers have tried to
test the theories with real world data.
The main empirical concepts will be introduced at the beginning of the
semester. Thereafter students will solve a hands-on empirical problem set
and produce a short paper-like report. Finally, students will have to make a
short presentation of their work.
By the end of the course, students will be able to understand the basics of
empirical research in international trade policy including the methodological
aspects. Students should be able to use applied econometric techniques to
provide initial answer to specific trade-policy related questions.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

More precisely, this course contributes to develop several skills in accordance
to the global learning objectives of the MSc in International Economics and
Economic Policy:
-- Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in
written forms to audiences from academia, government and business.
-- Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy.
-- Ability to conduct policy and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 12th to 25th of October.
Econometrics technique will be applied to trade policy-related questions. It is
therefore assumed that students have prior knowledge of econometrics at
the level of ”Fundamentals of Econometrics”. In addition, students should
have an undergraduate knowledge of Micro- and Macro-Economics. It is

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

assumed that students have basic knowledge of international economics of
the level of the course "fundamentals of international economics" as well as a
prior knowledge of Stata.
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Junior Professor Pramila Crivelli, PhD
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Grading will be based on problem set/term-paper (60%) and presentation
(40%).
A Practical Guide to Trade Policy Analysis, UNCTAD/WTO, available at
http://vi.unctad.org/tpa/
Main references:
Frankel, J. A. and Romer, D. (1999). Does trade cause growth? American
Economic Review, 89 (3), 379-399.
Mansfield, Edward D., and Reinhardt, Eric (2003). Multilateral Determinants
of Regionalism: The Effects of GATT/WTO on the Formation of Preferential
Trading Arrangements, International Organization, 57, pp 829-862.
Barthel, F., Neumayer, E., Nunnenkamp, P. and Selaya, P. (2014). Competition
for export markets and the allocation of foreign aid: The role of spatial
dependence among donor countries. World Development, 64, 350-365.
The list of additional readings will be provided in the course of the semester.

Course abbreviation:
SCN1 :W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Evaluation of Development Policy: Methods and
Applications
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts

This course introduces students to central methods of program evaluation
and recent developments in this field, and explores their applicability to a
variety of economic questions. Examples come almost exclusively from
development economics.
Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business.
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy.
Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place within the period 12th to
25th of October. Students will have to sign the registration list during the
organizational Meeting on the 23th of October.
The course has a methodological focus and requires a solid background and a
serious interest in econometrics. Prior course work in econometrics is
therefore required.
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Matthias Schündeln, PhD
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Evaluation is based on: 60 % paper, 40% presentation.
Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
Seminar topics will come from the following areas
Methods: Randomization, Difference-in-Differences, Regression Discontinuity
Design, and Instrumental Variables
Applications: Education, Labor market, Microfinance, Infrastructure, Property
Rights, Community Driven Development

Recommended literature

Course abbreviation:
SIE1:W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Asset Purchase Programmes of Central Banks
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This interdisciplinary seminar examines the purchasing programs of important
central banks (Eurozone, UK, Switzerland, Japan, U.S.). It covers the
embedding of these programs within monetary policy, the conditions and
extent of the programs as well as an analysis of the effects. From a legal
perspective, the underlying central bank laws will be covered and compared.
Furthermore, certain economic questions, especially pertaining to the effects
of the programs will be examined.

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

The seminar is limited to 15 participants. The seminar places will be given in
the kick-off meeting. If there are more applicants than places, there will be a
randomized selection. Equal opportunities are guaranteed.
The examination registration and the resignation will take place from 12th
October to 25th October by signature with the lecturer.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc. in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Dr. h.c. Helmut Siekmann
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
German
Grading will be based on term-paper (60%) and one presentation (40%). Each
partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Recommended literature

Acharya, Viral / Eisert, Tim / Eufinger, Christian / Hirsch /Christian,
Whatever it takes: The Real Effects of Unconventional Monetary Policy, May
2016
Adler, Gustavo / Castro, Pedro / Tovar, Camilo E., Does Central Bank Capital
Matter for Monetary Policy? IMF Working Paper 12/60 (February 2012)Beck,
Guenter W./Wieland Volker (eds.): Quantitative Easing in the Euro Area: Its
Record and Future Prospects, IMFS Interdisciplinary Studies in Monetary and
Financial Stability 1/2017
Bech, Morton Linnemann / Malkhozov, Aytek, How have central banks
implemented negative policy rates? BIS Quarterly Review March 2016, S. 3144
Belke, Ansgar, How much fiscal backing must the ECB have? The Euro is not
the Philippines, DIW Discussion Papers No 996, April 2010
Benecká, Sona / Holub, Tomás / Kadlčáková, Narcisa Liliana / Kubicová,
Ivana, Does Central Financial Strength Matter for Inflation? An Empirical
Analysis, Czech National Bank, Working Paper Series, 3/2012
Borio, Claudio / Zabai, Anna, Unconventional monetary policy: A mission
link in the transmission mechanism? Journal of Financial Stability 8.4 (2016),
S. 236-251
Buiter, Willem H., Can Central Banks Go Broke? CEPR Policy Insight No. 24,
May 2008
Buiter, Willem H. / Panigirtzoglou, Nikolas, Overcoming the Zero Bound on
Nominal Interest Rates with Negative Interest on Currency: Gesell’s solution,
Economic Journal 113 (2003), S. 723-746
Bunea, Daniela / Karakitsos, Polychronis / Merriman, Niall / Studener,
Werner, Profit distribution and loss coverage rules for central banks, ECB

Occasional Paper Series, No 169, April 2016
Deutsche Bundesbank, Verteilungseffekte der Geldpolitik, Monatsbericht
September 2016, S. 15
Ferguson, Niall / Schaab / Andreas / Schularick, Moritz, Central Bank
Balance Sheets:Expansion and Reduction since 1900, ECB Forum on Central
Banking, May 2014
Heun, Werner, Eine verfassungswidrige Verfassungsgerichtsentscheidung –
der Vorlagebeschluss des BVerfG vom 14.1.2014, Juristen-Zeitung 2014, S.
331-337
Hirdina, Ralph, Kritische Anmerkungen zum Urteil des EuGH über den OTM[OMT]Beschluss der EZB, Aktionskreis Stabiles Geld
Huff, Martin W., EZB hätte Staatsanleihen-Kauf nicht beschließen durfen,
Legal Tribune Online 07.02.2014
International Monetary Fund, Unconventional monetary policies – recent
experiences and prospects, April 2013
Rule, Garreth, Understanding the central bank balance sheet, Bank of
England, Handbook – No. 32, 2015
Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen
Entwicklung, Zukunftsfähigkeit in den Mittelpunkt, Jahresgutachten 2015/16,
2015, Kapitel 4: Euro-Raum: Anleihekäufe verlangsamen, Reformen
beschleunigen (Abschnitte I bis IV, S. 124-161), Kapitel 5: Risiken durch
Niedrigzinsen, Chancen durch die Kapitalmarktunion (Abschnitt I, S. 178-200)
Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen
Entwicklung, Zeit für Reformen, Jahresgutachten 2016/17, 2016, Kapitel 3:
Deutschland: Expansive Geldpolitik treibt Wachstum über Potential (S. 88-

134), Kapitel 5: Niedrigzinsen weder für den Euro-Raum noch für Deutschland
angemessen (S. 182-240)
Seidel, Martin, Europarechtsverstöße und Verfassungsbruch im
Doppelpack, EuZW 2011, S. 241
Siekmann, Helmut, The Legality of Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT)
of the European System of Central Banks, in: Frank Rövekamp, Moritz Bälz,
Hanns Günther Hilpert (eds.), Central Banking and Financial Stability in East
Asia, 2015, S. 101-123
Siekmann, Helmut, Die Einstandspflicht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland für
die Deutsche Bundes und die Europäische Zentralbank, in: Helmut Siekmann
(Hrsg.), Festschrift für Theodor Baums zum siebzigsten Geburtstag, 2017, S.
1145-117
Steinbach, Armin, Die Rechtmäßigkeit der Anleihekäufe der Europäischen
Zentralbank, Neue Zeitschrift für Verwaltungsrecht 2013, S. 918-921
Stella, Peter / Klueh, Ulrich H., Central Bank Financial Strength and Policy
Performance: An Econometric Evaluation, IMF Working Papers July 1, 2008
Taylor, John B., Slow economic growth as a phase in a policy performance
cycle, Journal of Policy Modeling 38 (2016), S. 649-655
Taylor, John B. / Wieland, Volker, Finding the equilibrium real interest rate
in a fog of policy deviations, IMFS Working Paper Series 103 (2016)
Välimäki, Tuoma, Bank of Finland Bulletin 4/2011
Wieland, Joachim, Whatever it takes, Legal Tribune Online, 16.06.2015
Wieland, Joachim, Überschreitet die EZB ihre Befugnisse? Legal Tribune

Online 15.08.2017
Zellweger-Gutknecht, Corinne, „Negativzins“ und Bilanzsituation der SNB
aus monetärrechtlicher Sicht, Jusletter next, 9. Februar 2015

Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts:
OMT: BVerfGE 134, 366; 142, 123; EuGH Urteil v. 16.06.2015 Rs. C-62/14 Gauweiler
PSPP ([E]APP): BVerfG, Beschl. v. 15.08.2017, Az. 2 BvR 859/15, 2 BvR
980/16 u. w.

Course abbreviation:
SIM1:W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Advanced Topics in Experimental Organizational
Economics
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts

In this seminar we discuss recent experimental papers that investigate
important aspects of organizational economics. Topics include cooperation,
coordination, self-selection, incentives, and leadership.
Students learn to understand and reflect current advanced experimental
studies in organizational economics.
Students learn to master quantitative microeconomic methods.
Students learn to integrate special knowledge from experimental
organizational economics, business studies, and psychology.
Students learn soft skills for the verbal and written expression of their
knowledge and ideas.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 12th to 25th of October.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in International Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Ferdinand von Siemens, PhD
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a 20 pages term paper (60%) and a 20 minutes
presentation (40%).
Aimone, Innaccone, Makowsky, 2013, Endogenous Group Formation via
Unproductive Costs, Review of Economic Studies 80, pp. 1215-1236.
Bartling, Fehr, Schmidt, 2012, Screening, Competition, and Job Design:
Economic Origins of Good Jobs, American Economic Review 102, pp. 834-864.
Brekke, Hauge, Lind, Nyborg, 2011, Playing with the Good Guys. A Public
Good Game with Endogenous Group Formation, Journal of Public Economics
95, pp. 1111-1118.
Burlando, Guala, 2005, Heterogeneous Agents in Public Goods Experiments,
Experimental Economics 8, pp. 35-54.
Dohmen, Falk, 2011, Performance Pay and Multidimensional Sorting:
Productivity, Preferences, and Gender, American Economic Review 101, pp.
556-590.
Eriksson, Villeval, 2008, Other-Regarding Preferences and Performance Pay:
An Experiment on Incentives and Sorting, Journal of Economic Behavior and
Organization 68, pp. 412-421.
Fehrler, Kosfeld, 2014, Pro-Social Mission and Worker Motivation: An
Experimental Study, Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization 100, pp.
99-110.
Gächter, Töni, 2005, Social Learning and Voluntary Cooperation among
Like-Minded People, Journal of the European Economic Association 3, pp.
303-314.
Grimm, Mengel, 2009, Cooperation in Viscous Populations - Experimental

Evidence, Games and Economic Behavior 66, pp. 202-220.
Gürerk, Irlenbusch, Rockenbach, 2014, On Cooperation in Open
Communities, Journal of Public Economics 120, pp. 220-230.
Gürerk, Irlenbusch, Rockenbach, 2006, The Competitive Advantafe of
Sanctioning Institutions, Science 312, pp. 108-110.
Kosfeld, Okada, Riedl, 2009, Institution Formation in Public Goods Games,
American Economic Review 99, pp. 1335-1355.
Page, Putterman, Unel, 2005, Voluntary Association in Public Goods
Experiments: Reciprocity, Mimicry, and Efficiency, Economic Journal 115, pp.
1032-1053.
Robbett, 2015, Voting with Hands and feet: The Requirements for Optimal
Group Formation, Experimental Economics 18, pp. 522-541.

Course abbreviation:
HUL1:W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Selected Topics in Insurance Regulation
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The objective of the seminar is to build on the knowledge acquired in the
bachelor seminar on European Insurance Regulation. Students are required to
research a specific topic, to report about their research and to discuss the
results of the research with their fellow students. As opposed to the bachelor
seminar, the topics in the master seminar will have to be researched on a
comparative basis. The topics will be provided in advance and will relate to
issues such as the ORSA, key governance functions, assessment of fit and
proper requirement for key function holders, internal model approval, market
conduct issues, insurance distribution, etc.
Students are expected to have basic knowledge about insurance and will
obtain:
Understanding of the insurance regulatory process in the EU
Understanding of the functioning of EIOPA and basic characteristics of
insurance supervision
Understanding of the relationship between international insurance
regulation (IAIS) and EU insurance regulation
The course registration will take place within the period 2nd to 10th of
October via the Finance-Toolbox.
The course registration does not replace the examination registration, which
is needed to finally participate in this course.
After the seminar allocation the students will be informed by email on 12th of
October whether they have been chosen to participate and when and where
the final examination registration and withdrawal will take place within the
period 12th to 25th of October.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in Business Administration

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

MSc in International Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Hon. Professor Karel Van Hulle
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade consists of two parts: a seminar paper (60 %) and a
presentation (40 %). Each part has to be passed with a grade of at least 4.0.

Course abbreviation:
SAA1 :W17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
The Future of Economic Growth
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The aim of the module “The Future of Economic Growth” is to familiarize the
students in detail with the concept, the measurement and the main
explanations of economic growth. This knowledge is employed at better
understanding what we know about the future of economic growth and the
public discourse and the policy conclusions that build on that knowledge. A
critical comparison of approaches inside and outside the mainstream of
economic research is a central part of the model.
The student are able structure existing research and other content (e.g. policy
papers, papers from activist movements) on a selected topic about economic
growth under a question of their own choice and report their insights to the
group.
The student are able to actively and critically engage with the papers and
presentations of other students.
The students have gained advanced knowledge on the concept, the
measurement and selected explanations of economic growth.
The students are able to reflect how different argumentations on growth are
received by different audiences and how they fit or do not fit with individual
situations, motivations and view of the world.
The students are able to exercise a critical judgement on conflicting views on
the future economic growth and are able to assess the implications of each
view for policy conclusions.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of October 2016.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Marianne Saam

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%).

Course abbreviation:
ZUL1 :W17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Antitrust Cases
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This seminar is for master students and covers selected topics in competition
economics. In the introduction, we briefly repeat basic game theoretical
models explaining market behavior in monopolies and oligopolies. We then
discuss methods applied in antitrust cases as market definition, assessment of
market power, evaluation of mergers and calculation of cartel damages. After
this introduction students present related antitrust cases.


Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:

The aim of this seminar is to expand students' knowledge of advances
in the field of competition economics at the master level. A particular
emphasis is put on empirical applications and the discussion and
presentation of papers. This course provides lectures on the basic
game theoretic models as well as on the empirical implantation of
these models and their applications. By presenting case studies,
students will learn how to apply the theoretical and the econometric
models to real world situations.

Students learn theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
competition economics.
Students learn how to apply theoretical and empirical concepts in
competition economics to real world cases.
Students extend their ability to effectively structure and communicate
economic content in written and oral form to audiences from academia,
government and business
Seminar registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within
the period 13th of October to 26th of October 2016.
When you register for this seminar please keep in mind, that you can be part
of each Group. Group 2 will only take place when there are enough
registrations.
We highly recommend to visit the lecture Competition Economics first.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in International Management
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Christine Zulehner, PhD
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%).
Massimo Motta (2004): Competition Policy, Theory and Practice, Cambridge
University Press.
Peter Davis and Eliana Garces (2010): Quantitative Techniques for
Competition and Antitrust Analysis, Princeton University Press.
Simon Bishop and Mike Walker (2010): The Economics of Competition Law:
Concepts, Application and Measurement, Third Edition, Thomson Reuters.

Course abbreviation:
BAR1 :W17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Empirical Issues in Financial Development
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
It is compulsory for every participant of the seminar to work independently
and in group on a dataset and to provide an empirical analysis (descriptive
statistics and regressions) of these data in the seminar paper. Therefore, it is
inevitable to have at least a basic econometrics background and to know how
to use STATA. Given the high demand in terms of econometric skills, the
seminar especially targets students that plan to write an empirical MA thesis
(possibly on a related topic) and consider pursuing a post-graduate program
after their master’s degree.
Unsere Studierenden werden ökonomische Probleme analysieren und
Fachwissen in unterschiedlichen betriebswirtschaftlichen Situationen
anwenden (LGBWL-1).
Unsere Studierenden werden ethische, umwelt- und nachhaltigkeitsbezogene
Belange in ihren wirtschaftlichen Entscheidungsprozessen einbeziehen
(LGBWL-3).
Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business (LGMMF-1).
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and
Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy (LGMMF-3 ).
Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods (LGMMF-4 ).
Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business (LGIEEP-1).
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and
Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy (LGIEEP-3).
Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods (LGIEEP-4).
Number of Participants: max. 10 from the Goethe University

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

Recommended literature

Please write an E-Mail to andreas.barth@finance.uni-frankfurt.de including a
short motivation letter (one page) within the period 1st to 10th of October
2016 in order to register for the seminar. Students will be informed about the
admission via Email. Those students admitted to attend the seminar will be
informed on the procedure regarding the allocation of the seminar topics via
email.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place within the period 13th to
26th of October 2016. Students will have to sign the registration list during
the organizational Meeting on the 25th of October.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in International Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Andreas Barth
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The grades will be determined by a presentation on the seminar topic from
the syllabus (see below) and a term paper. The presentation will be evaluated
with 40%, the term paper with 60%.
In order to successfully pass the course, each partial requirement needs to be
passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.

Course abbreviation:
SCD1:S18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Capital and Distribution
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The theory of capital is connected with distribution theory in several ways.
The value of capital depends on the level of distribution between profits and
wages in a manner complicated in the general case, but needs to be simple
and special, if the neoclassical theory of distribution is to hold. This
connection leads to the critique of capital theory, which was the subject of
hot debates in the 1960s and 70s and which has taken a new turn recently. At
a less abstract level, all theories of distribution must be developed in the
context of capital accumulation, which depends primarily on the rate of
investment according to Keynesian theory, but also on savings behaviour. The
seminar will address these theoretical issues. Moreover, several papers will
examine the change of distribution relationships over time empirically, and in
particular the increasing concentration of wealth.
 Students will be endowed with different theoretical concepts and
approaches in the theories of distribution. (LGMMF-3, LGIEEP-3)
 Students will understand the historical and political contexts of
income distribution and different ethical arguments. LGMMF-2,
LGIEEP-2, LGMMF-4, LGIEEP-4)
 Students will improve and deepen their understanding of economic
theory. (LGMMF-1, LGIEEP-1)
 Students will actively participate in discussions and are required to
present the results of their research in oral and written form.
(LGMMF-1, LGIEEP-1)
The number of participants is limited to 20 due to the number of
beds. Registration will take place at the organisational meeting. If the
number of interested students exceeds the number of beds, the first come
first serve rule applies.
To secure yourself a place in the seminar you can pre-register at the chair by
submitting the signed registration form until the 17th of April

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

2018 to Anastasia Biermann. Please hand in the original printed version at the
organisational meeting. Your decision on the preferred topics can be added
after the introduction and elaboration at the organisational meeting.
In the period from 5th to 18th of April 2018 students have to officially
register for the examination by personally signing an exam registration
list. This will be possible at the organisational meeting on April 17th and, if
you are not able to attend, by contacting Anastasia Biermann within the
deadline. Additionally, the original signed registration form of our chair will be
needed at the organisational meeting.
Withdrawal is possible only until the 18th of April 2018.
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Dr. Dres. h.c. Bertram Schefold
—
—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each
partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
 Aghion, P. & Howitt, P. (2008). The Economics of Growth. Cambridge
Mass.: The MIT Press.
 Blaug, M. (1999). Economic Theory in Retrospect (5th ed.).
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
 Dobb, M. (1973). Theories of Value and Distribution since Adam
Smith. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
 Foley, D. K., & Michl, T. R. (1999). Growth and Distribution.
Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press.
 Garegnani, P. (1984). Value and Distribution in the Classical
Economists and Marx. Oxford Economic Papers, 36, pp. 291–325.
 Roncaglia, A. (2005). The wealth of ideas: a history of economic




thought. Cambridge: Univ. Press.
Schefold, B. (1997). Normal Prices, Technical Change and
Accumulation. London: MacMillan.
Shaikh, A. (2016). Capitalism - Competition, Conflict, Crises. Oxford:
Univ. Press.

Course abbreviation:
FAI1:S18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Topics in Banking and Macro
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
In this course students will study macro models in which finance, banking and
crises play a crucial role in the transmission of shocks.
Students will master state–of–the art modelling approaches and research
methodology in economics.
The number of participants is limited to 30 students.

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements

Please submit your application for this seminar via email naming three of your
favourite topics within this syllabus to Ms. Jakopcevic on the 7th of April from
9:00 – 16:30. Application emails for this seminar beyond the aforementioned
timeframe will not be considered!
Students will be informed about their acceptance on the 11th of April, and
will receive their assignments on the 18th April.
Please note: Notwithstanding the given favourite topics by the applicants
there will be no guarantee to get an assignment for one of the three named
favourites.
Official examination registration and withdrawal via personal signing the
registration list will take place in the Office HoF 3.48 within the period of 13th
to 26th April during regular opening hours.
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Ester Faia, Ph.D.
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on and presentation (40%) and a term paper (60%).
Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.

Course abbreviation:
JAI1:S17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Conflict and Economic Development
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
Armed conflicts are prevalent in developing countries. International disputes,
civil wars, terrorism, ethnic clashes and other forms of conflict can have
devastating social and economic consequences for the affected population.
This seminar aims to give master students an overview of relevant aspects of
the relationship between armed conflicts and economic development. The
focus will be on recent empirical and theoretical studies about the economic
determinants of conflicts, the effects of the conflicts on economic outcomes
and other related topics.
Students will obtain:
- Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business.
- Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy.
- Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
12th of October to 18th of December 2015. Withdrawal is permitted up to
one week before the examination date.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Dany Jaimovich, Ph.D.
—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

English
The final grade is based on homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each
partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.

Course abbreviation:
MOR1:S18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Economics of Conflict
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This seminar covers recent topics in the economics of conflict, including
questions about causes of resource-wasteful conflict and its economic
consequences. Models of conflict are used to analyze violent and military
conflict but also distributional conflict in organizations such as, for instance,
the competition for promotions. The seminar will provide a theoretical basis
to understand strategic aspects of conflicts and contests; moreover, recent
empirical and experimental work in the growing literature on conflicts and
contests will be discussed.
Students will obtain:
- Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business.
- Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy.
- Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
Kick-off-meeting on Thursday, April 20, 6pm-8pm. Attendance is mandatory.
This information session will be a joint session with Prof. Jaimovich's seminar
'Conflict and Economic Development.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place within the period 13th to
26th of April. Students will have to sign the registration list during the
organizational Meeting on the 20th of April.
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Florian Morath

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on term paper (60%) and presentation (40%). Each
partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.

Course abbreviation:
SOL1:S18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Gender, Poverty and Discrimination
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
Overview: The relation between women empowerment and economic
development takes several forms. First, women often are the poorest and
most oppressed among the poors, making them the explicit target of several
policy interventions. Second, closing the gender gaps in health, education,
and access to economic opportunities may help unlock a huge economic
potential. Third, improvements in women’s conditions may indirectly benefits
their children, too.

Learning goals and competencies

Format: This course is designed as a ”seminar”. The instructor will teach
three introductory classes to introduce students to the main topics of the
seminar. Students will then choose the subject for their presentation and
term paper from a list of topics provided by the instructor, or they can
propose an alternative topic. In any case, the choice must be discussed and
agreed upon with the instructor. The paper should be between 10 and 25
pages (including references, tables, figures and appendix), specific format
requirements will be communicated in class. The goal of the paper is to
present your own original contribution to the topic, searching for additional
references and or/data. You will have to include a well-reasoned overview of
the relevant literature, and a rigorous and detailed analysis of one or more
technical paper from the literature. Using available or new data to obtain a
new empirical analysis is not required, but it is certainly encouraged and
appreciated.
This course contributes to develop several skills, in accordance to the global
learning objectives of the MSc in Money and Finance and the MSc in
International Economics and Economic Policy:
- Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business;
- Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

Economic Policy;
- Ability to conduct policy analyses and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
Previous knowledge of econometrics and microeconomics at the level of
”Fundamentals of Econometrics” and ”Fundamentals of Microeconomics”.
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Junior Professor Emilia Soldani, Ph.D.
—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on individually written term papers (60%) and
presentations (40%).

Course abbreviation:
WEI1:S17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
International Taxation and the Tax Planning of
Multinational Corporations
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Content
This seminar deals with a wide range of international tax issues with a special
emphasis on international capital and corporate taxation. It will deal with
empirical and theoretical insights into much discussed issues like aggressive
tax planning, international tax evasion, international exchange of tax
information and international tax principles.
Keywords and topics
The Taxation of International Enterprises
The Role of Tax Differentials for the Location of Foreign Direct Investment
Taxation and the Financial Structure of Multinationals
Profit Shifting and Strategic Transfer Pricing
Thin-Capitalization Rules
Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC) Rules
The BEPS Initiative of the OECD
Common Consolidated Corporate Tax
Tax Haven Operations
Cash Flow Taxes in an International Setting
Taxes on Savings and Capital: Competition and Coordination of Price Taking
Countries
Tax Competition
Students will improve their ability to effectively structure and communicate
economic content in both written and oral forms,
Students will learn and understand important tax planning activities of
international companies and the tax policies that target this behavior.
Introductory meeting and allocation of topics: 20 April, 18.00-19.30
Students are requested to send three topical preferences 1/2/3 by email to

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

fiwi.office@wiwi.uni-frankfurt.de by April 18, 2pm. A list of topics will be
made available well before that date on the webpage of the chair.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Alfons J. Weichenrieder
—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each
partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.

Course abbreviation:
SIE1: S17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
The Liability of German Taxpayers for the ECB and
other Central Banks of the Euro System
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

In the political and media discussion, the purchasing programs of the
European System of Central Banks were regularly criticized because the
associated risks would ultimately be a burden on the German taxpayer. This
has also been repeatedly expressed by some economists (for example, Sinn).
The question of whether such liability or other necessary supplementary
funding actually applies the Federal Republic of Germany will be investigated
more closely in this course. On closer examination, both a de jure liability as
well as a de facto need for additional funding due to economic reasons, are
uncertain and require a detailed analysis.
The seminar places will be given in the kick—off meeting on April 20, at 3 pm:
If there are more applicants than places, there will be a randomized selection.
The registration will be carried out by signature during the kick—off meeting
or afterwards no later than 26.04.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Helmut Siekmann; Prof. Volker Wieland, Ph.D.
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
German

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each
partial requirement needs to be passed in order to pass the whole seminar.
Bundesverassungsgericht, Urteil vom 21. Juni 2016, 2 BvR 2728/13, 2 BvR
2729/13, 2 BvR2730/13, 2 BvR2731/13, „ BvR 13/13, vor allem Rn. 217
Ernhagen, Tomas, Vesterlund, Magnus, and Viotti, Stafan, How much equity
does a central bank nee? Economic Review 2/2002, S. 5-18
Kemmler, Iris, Die Anstaltslast, 2001
Välimäki, Tuomas, Central banking and balance sheet risks, Bank of Finland
Bulletin 4, 2011, S. 37-48
Zelllweger-Gutknecht, Corinne, „Negativzins“ und Bilanzsituation der SNB aus
monetärrechtlicher Sicht, Jusletter vom 9. Feburar 2015,
http://jusletter.weblaw.ch

Course abbreviation:
HAK1:S17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar

Course name:
Personal Finance
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
There is abundant evidence that many households make costly mistakes
when it comes to managing their financial wealth and saving for retirement.
Observable household investment and financing behavior is rarely consistent
with the precepts of modern finance theory. This seminar will not only deal
with typical household financial decisions and widespread mistakes but will
also focus on possible instruments and mechanisms to help households
improve their decision making. Topics will include long-term asset allocation,
portfolio choice in the presence of background risk, the role of financial
advice, financial product design, emerging retail banking business models and
changes in pension systems. Seminar participants are expected to write a
paper that surveys the relevant literature. Seminar papers are presented and
discussed in class.
Students are familiar with the most topical issues in the research area of
Personal Finance, the underlying economic theories, and empirical evidence.
Students are able to make themselves familiar with a topic by reviewing top
grade published contributions to the relevant literature, to critically assess
existing research, to put research results into perspective, and, finally, to
draw their own conclusions.
Students are able to communicate results of their work clearly and
comprehensively in both written and oral form.
Students are able to discuss contents presented by others in a constructive
way.
Details about registration, etc.: http://www.wiwi.unifrankfurt.de/de/abteilungen/finance/studium/masterseminare.html

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in International Mangement
MSc in Management
MSc in Money and Finance

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per
semester): 157 hours

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

MSc in Betriebswirtschaftslehre
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Andreas Hackethal
—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a seminar paper (60%) and a presentation (40%).
Each partial requirement needs to be passed in order to pass the whole
seminar.

Course abbreviation:

Course type:

Credit points and workload

SCT1

Compulsory elective, seminar

(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)

Course name:

Active course time:

Microfinance

23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The term microfinance (MF) refers to the provision of financial services to
people in developing and transition countries who have formerly not had
access to the formal financial sector, that is, to small and very small
businesses and relatively poor people. At the latest, MF has become a
widely known and widely recognized element of development policy in
2005 when Prof. Muhammad Yunus and the Grameen Bank he had
founded several years earlier were jointly awarded the Noble Peace Price.
Shortly after this, the wave of enthusiasm for MF was at its peak.
However, for various reasons, the enthusiasm created by the Noble Peace
Price has relatively soon given way to a more skeptical assessment of MF
and its potential and challenges. A crucial determinant for how MF can
work and has an impact is how microfinance institutions (MFIs) are
designed, managed and supported in the context of development aid
policy.

Goals/competency targets

Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to
develop an understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen
their knowledge and skills of the relevant methods. In addition, students
should acquire the ability to present complex topics and to lead scientific

Self—study (hours per
semester):
157 hours

discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
The seminar covers core issues of Microfinance (MF) and its development
over time, the design and management of MFIs and development policies
aiming at supporting or repressing MF and MFIs.
It aims at enabling students to assess the current debate about MF and its
merits and to work in MFIs or in microfinance support organizations or in
development aid institutions dealing with MF. Students are expected to
write a paper in groups of up to 3 persons, to present interim results in
the middle of the semester (a one day session) and make a final
presentation of the finished paper at the end of the semester.
Enrollment requirements

—

Recommended foreknowledge:

—

Allocation

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy

Cross allocation for other fields of study

MSc in M.Sc. in Business Administration
MSc in Management
MSc Business Informatics
MSc in Money and Finance

Schedule

Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor

Prof. Dr. Reinhard H. Schmidt

Study record; transcripts

—

Proof of participation

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance.
This requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes.
The lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be
made up with additional assignments.

Academic transcripts

—

Breakdown

Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)

Course and Exam language

English

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

Seminar paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial requirement
needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.

Recommended literature

— B. Armendáriz de Aghion and J. Morduch: The economics of
microfinance, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2005
— D. Roodman: Due Diligence: An Impertinent Inquiry into Microfinance,
Washington, DC: Center for Global Development, 2012
— R.H. Schmidt, H.D. Seibel and P. Thomes: From Microfinance to
Inclusive Finance: Local Finance Can Work, draft of a forthcoming book
published by Wiley and Sons in 2006
— We strongly recommend to buy the paperback edition of the book by
David Roodman.

Compulsory Elective, Elective
Course abbreviation:
BEBE

Course type:
Elective

Course name:
Behavioral Economics & Business Ethics
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 SWS)
It is well known that people do have social preferences and act morally, but
oftentimes also behave in quite immoral ways, either deliberately or
subconsciously (see, e. g., Fehr & Schmidt, 1999; Bazerman & Tenbrunsel
(2012). This raises the question of how (im)moral behavior in the business
domain is generated, especially how human beings adapt to situational
incentives (affordances and constraints) and how their personal moral
principles are activated and used in actual situations. What’s more, ordinary
people fairly often fail to do what they deem right or even deny and redefine
their moral failures (see Ariely, 2012; Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2012). In this
respect, Bazerman and Tenbrunsel speak of ”bounded ethicality”.
Explanations of behavior have to be based on psychological entities and
situational conditions, since any behavior is engendered by and related to
those conditions according to respective psychological processes. Therefore,
the course tries to shed light on both sides of this problem by discussing
psychological theories of moral functioning focusing on the sources of moral
motivation and explanations of situation-specific moral judgment and action.
This is particularly relevant, because on the one hand, situation-specificity is
what we observe in empirical research, while on the other hand it is
considered ”moral” to strictly follow stable principles and ”immoral” to trim
one’s sails to the wind. Therefore, the very fact of situation-specificity
constitutes a normative issue of great importance in economic contexts.
While the normative issue relates to the educational aspect (broadly
speaking) of business ethics the positive results point to the economic aspect
in the sense that situation specific behaviour depends on situational

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 h

affordances and constraints. In this respect and at this point, it becomes an
issue of institution economics, not only with view to explaining human
behaviour on the social level but also to shape it and provide appropriate
incentives for interaction on all levels.

Learning goals and competencies

Structure
1) Game theory and Rational Choice
Games and game-theoretical principles
Rational choice theory: preferences and choices
Problems of the classical RCT-approach
2) Social preferences
Evidence
Explanations
Limitations
3) Cognitive moral psychology
Moral reasoning
Reasoning and action
Situation-specificity
4) Game theory and institutions
Equilibrium selection and institution formation
The ordonomic framework
Moral principles as institutions
5) Experimental critique
6) Norms and institutions
Formal and informal solutions
Collective action and evolution of social norms
7) Nudging and paternalism
Nudging approach and examples
Discussion of libertarian paternalism
Students will understand basics of rational choice theory and game theory
know behavioural economic results and related theories on social preferences
as well as moral reasoning and action.
Students are able to analyse and evaluate those results and theories in the
context of the rational choice paradigm. In particular they are able to

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

reconcile morality and rationality within this framework.
Students can draw conclusions for personal and organizational development
in an institutional-economic perspective and recommend possible courses of
action.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
12th of October to 15th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one
week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in Management
MSc in International Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Gerhard Minnameier, M.Sc Tim Philipp Bruns
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Ariely, D. (2012). The (honest) truth about dishonesty: How we lie to
everyone – especially ourselves. New York: HarperCollins.
Bazerman, M. H., & Tenbrunsel, A. E. (2012). Blind spots: Why we fail to do
what’s right and what to do about it. Princeton: Princeton University Press.
Bénabou, R., & Tirole, J. (2006). Incentives and prosocial behavior. American
Economic Review, 96, 1652-1678.
Bénabou, R., & Tirole, J. (2016). Mindful economics: The production,
consumption, and value of beliefs. Journal of Economic Perspectives, 30 (3),

141-164.
Binmore, K. (2007). Playing for real: A text on game theory. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
Binmore, K. (2010). Game theory and institutions. Journal of Comparative
Economics, 38, 245-252.
Caplin, A. (Ed.) (2008). Foundations of positive and normative economics – a
handbook. Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press.
Fehr, E., & Schmidt, K. M. (1999). A theory of fairness, competition, and
cooperation. Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 114, 817-868.
Fehr, E., & Schmidt, K. M. (2006). The economics of fairness, reciprocity and
altruism: Experimental evidence and new theo- ries. In S. Kolm & J. Ythier
(Eds), Handbook on the economics of giving, reciprocity, and atruism, Vol. 1
(pp. 615-669), Amster- dam: Elsevier.
Furubotn, E. G., & Richter, R. (2005). Institutions and economic theory: The
contribution of the New Institutional Economics (economics, cognition, and
society). 2nd ed., Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press.
Gächter, S. (2013). Rationality, social preferences, and strategic decisionmaking. In R. Wittek, T. Snijders & V. Nee (Eds.), The handbook of rational
choice social research (pp. 33-71). Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press.
Wilkinson, N., & Klaes, M. (2012). An introduction to behavioral economics.
2nd ed., New York: Palgrave Macmillan.

Course abbreviation:
Fundamentals of Economic Ethics

Course type:
Elective

Course name:
FOEE
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
Ethics is an integral part of all business practices. This thesis is the
starting point of the course ‘Fundamentals of Economic Ethics’. In this
course, students will learn about the ethical dimensions of economics
and business. Especially business practices do not take place in an ethical
vacuum – rather it is a complex undertaking with broad and important
societal implications. Students will be given the opportunity to explore
fundamental ethical principles, theories, case studies and codes of ethics
as they relate to business or economic ethics. Emphasis will also be
placed on analyzing recent corporate governance scandals and
contemporary ethical challenges in business and society – with a
particular focus on business and human rights and computer ethics.
Students should finish the course with an awareness of the complexity of
business practice, increased sensitivity to potential ethical issues that
can arise and an enhanced ability to effectively address these issues. The
course will also help students to improve their ethical reasoning and
critical thinking skills.
 LG-1: Ability to reflect, structure and communicate the principles
of economic ethics
 LG-2: Awareness, understanding and critical reflection of ethical
principles in economics, economic policy and economic decision
making
 LG-3: Advanced knowledge on the ethical foundations of
monetary, financial and international economics.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via
QIS.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

One semester
Prof. Dr. Rainer Klump, Dr. Manuel Wörsdörfer
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Participation (including discussion), PowerPoint presentation (20%) and
final exam (80%). For the students to reach the 6 credit points, all parts
will have to be graded with at least fair (4.0).
Woersdoerfer, Manuel (2018): Engineering & Computer Ethics;
Dubuque, Great River Learning.

Course abbreviation:
Economics of Climate Change

Course type:
Elective

Course name:
EOCC
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
Climate change – beside the so-called ‘AI revolution’ – is one of the key
challenges humankind faces in the 21st century. In this course, students
will learn more about the main causes, consequences and impacts as
well as potential ways to mitigate and adapt to the ongoing climate
crisis. The course will also address the economic foundations and
implications (e.g., economic costs of climate change, cap and trade,
carbon taxes) and ethical and political dimensions of climate change
(e.g., climate ethics and justice and climate change denial). Students will
be given the opportunity to explore fundamental environmental and
ethical principles and theories as they relate to business ethics and
climate science. Emphasis will also be placed on analyzing recent political
reform measures such as the Paris Climate Accord and the special role of
financial institutions in the context of climate change mitigation.
Students should finish the course with an awareness of the complexity of
environmental and business ethics, increased sensitivity to potential
ethical issues that can arise and an enhanced ability to effectively
address these issues. The course will also help students to improve their
ethical reasoning and critical thinking skills.
 LG-1: Ability to reflect, structure and communicate the principles
of climate science, environmental ethics and business ethics
 LG-2: Awareness, understanding and critical reflection of ethical
principles in economics, economic policy and economic-ethical
decision making
 LG-3: Advanced knowledge on the ethical foundations of
(financial and international) economics, economic ethics and
climate science

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via
QIS.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Manuel Wörsdörfer
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Participation (including discussion), PowerPoint presentation (20%) and
final exam (80%). For the students to reach the 6 credit points, all parts
will have to be graded with at least fair (4.0).
Woersdoerfer, Manuel (2018): Engineering & Computer Ethics;
Dubuque, Great River Learning.

Course abbreviation:
SCFC

Course type:
Elective

Course name:
Stochastic Calculus in Finance and Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 SWS)
This course discusses stochastic processes in discrete and in continuous time,
and stochastic integrals constructed from Wiener-processes. In particular,
models for economic and financial time series and Ito’s Lemma are studied.
Students will learn how to solve stochastic differential equations which are
used to model e.g. interest rate dynamics in mathematical finance.
At the end of the course students will have learnt,...
...how to model weak and strong temporal correlation of time series and
...how to capture conditional heteroskedasticity.
Further, they will be able...
...to solve stochastic differential equations, which are used to model e.g.
interest rate dynamics in mathematical finance.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th of October to 16th of December 2016. Withdrawal is permitted up to
one week before the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in Management
MSc in International Management
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Uwe Hassler
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 h

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Hassler, U. (2007): Stochastische Integration und Zeitreihenmodellierung;
Springer.
Mikosch, Th. (1998): Elementary Stochastic Calculus; World Scientific.

Course abbreviation:
APEC

Course type:
Elective

Course name:
Applied Econometrics: Limited Dependent Variables
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 SWS)
Many interesting economic outcomes are not continuous. Variables can be
binary (e.g. to save or not to save), represent multiple choices (which
retirement savings plan to choose), or are limited by nature or observation (in
a typical crossection, many households have zero savings). Ordinary least
squares often is not the right method to analyze limited dependent variables.
This course will provide a hands-on instruction of techniques, with empirical
examples and learning by doing in the computer lab. The methods you will
learn are used in marketing, labor economics, public economics, household
finance and industrial organization among others. Many examples we will
study in detail are in the field of household finance: for example portfolio
decisions, stock market participation, mortgage choice, and retirement
savings.
Every second week there will be a tutorial in the computer lab, where Stata
will be instructed to apply the techniques learned in class. The homework will
be Stata-exercises. Some basic knowledge of econometrics, statistical testing
and Stata is needed to follow the course.

Learning goals and competencies

Topics
- Logit, probit, linear probability model; maximum likelihood estimation
- Interpretation and presentation of results, testing, specification tests
- Multinomial logit, random utility model
- Ordered probit, interval regression
- Count data
- Truncation and censoring, Tobit models
- Sample selection models
- Matching
At the end of the course, the student should be able to...
- choose and apply the right empirical model for the empirical problem at

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 h

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

hand
- use Stata to apply the methods discussed in the course
- interpret and report on empirical results in a scientifically sound matter
- read, interpret, evaluate, and discuss empirical results in the academic
literature
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
Introduction to econometrics, statistical testing, some experience with Stata
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Jun. Prof. Nathanael Vellekoop, Ph.D.
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on homework assignments (20%) and a 90-minute
exam (80%).
Lecture notes. Empirical papers with datasets.

Course abbreviation:
HOET

Course type:
Elective

Course name:
History of Economic Theory: 19th and 20th Centuries
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 SWS)
Because of the growth of so many subdisciplines, it becomes increasingly
difficult to perceive the unity of economic theory. The best way to understand
the different orientations is to go to the roots and to study their origin in the
history of the emergence of modern economic thought. The lecture course
will start with the classical authors like Ricardo and Malthus, Say and
Sismondi, up to Mill, Marx and some of their followers. Their opponents were
the Historical school and neoclassical authors who were more diverse than is
commonly thought (Jevons and Marshall, Walras and Pareto, Menger and
Böhm-Bawerk, J.B. Clark). Schumpeter and the discoveries of the “years of
high theory” (Shackle) will lead to Keynes, postkeynesian authors and the
neo-neoclassicals. Main themes will be: value and price, general equilibrium,
growth and distribution, money, credit and the business cycle.
Students will be endowed with different theoretical concepts and approaches
to economics.
Students will learn historical and political context of economic theory.
Students will improve their understanding of economic theory.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th of April to 2nd of June. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before
the examination date.
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in Management
MSc in International Management
MSc in Betriebswirtschaftslehre
MSQ
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Dr. Dres. h.c. Bertram Schefold

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 h

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90 minute exam.
Blaug, M.(1978), Economic Theory in Retrospect, 3rd. ed. Cambridge
Schumpeter, J.A. (1954), History of Economic Analysis, Oxford
Robinson, J. (1971), Economic Heresies, London
Schefold, B. (2004): Beiträge zur ökonomischen Dogmengeschichte,
Darmstadt

Course abbreviation:
MAFO

Course type:
Elective

Course name:
Macroeconometric Forecasting
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 SWS)
This course provides (i) a thorough yet accessible presentation of some of the
key reduced-form and structural models and methods that
macroeconometrics currently has to offer to analyze macroeconomic data,
and (ii) the application of these models and methods to the analysis and
forecasting of macroeconomic variables.
Many classes will involve empirical illustration of the econometric and
macroeconomic methods discussed in STATA and in MATLAB, and course
participants are expected to complete assignments in STATA and in MATLAB.
At the end of the course, participants should feel comfortable to do
independent, macroeconomic-theory based empirical work using time series
data as arising in many areas of macroeconomics.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Course Outline
- Introduction to Forecasting
- Vector Autoregressive Models and Forecasting
- New Keynesian Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium Models, Bayesian
Estimation and Forecasting
Students will learn and master some of the state-of-the-art models and
methods in macroconometrics useful for model specification, estimation and
analysis.
Students will learn to apply econometric and macroeconomic methods to
carry out their own substantive empirical work using time series data.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
within the period 13th to 26th of April.
The course will presume knowledge of econometric methods at the level of,
say, J.M. Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics, Sixth Edition, Boston:
Cengage Learning, 2016, Chapters 1 ? 12 and 18. The course will also presume
knowledge of macroeconomics at the level of, say, D. Romer, Advanced

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 h

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature

Macroeconomics, Fourth Edition, Columbus: McGraw-Hill, 2012.
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Michael Binder, Ph.D.
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90 minutes exam (80%) and a homework (20%).
Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
The course slides will be self-contained, integrating material from multiple
sources and extending it as needed. There is thus not one single textbook
covering all the material to be presented and discussed in this course.
References that will feature in multiple sections of the course are the
following:
Econometrics, Macroeconomics and Macroeconometrics:
D.N. DeJong und C. Dave (2011): Structural Macroeconometrics, Second
Edition, Princeton: Princeton University Press.
F.X. Diebold (2015): Forecasting in Economics, Business, Finance and
Beyond, Open Text Available at
www.ssc.upenn.edu/~fdiebold/Textbooks.html, Department of Economics,
University of Pennsylvania.
E.P. Herbst and F. Schorfheide (2015): Bayesian Estimation of DSGE Models,
Princeton: Princeton University Press.
J. Miao (2014): Economic Dynamics in Discrete Time, Cambridge (MA): MIT
Press.
R.S. Tsay (2014): Multivariate Time Series Analysis, Hoboken: John Wiley.

MATLAB and STATA:
A.C. Acock (2016): A Gentle Introduction to STATA, Fifth Edition, STATA
Press.
A. Adams, D. Clarke, S. Quinn (2016): Microeconometrics and MATLAB: An
Introduction, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
S. Attaway (2017): MATLAB: A Practical Introduction to Programming and
Problem Solving, Fourth Edition, Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann.
C. Becketti (2013): Introduction to Time Series Using STATA, STATA Press.

Course abbreviation:
OGEC

Course type:
Elective

Course name:
Organizational Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 SWS)
The course examines advanced topics in organizational economics. Topics
include (1) performance measuring and pay as well as (2) the distribution of
decision making rights in organizations. The course is based in current
scientific articles in the area of organizational economics. Theoretical works
will be complimented by experimental and behavioral studies.
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy. Ability to conduct policy and
financial analyses and draft recommendations through the application of
scientific methods.
—
—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in Business Informatics
MSc in Management
MSc in International Management
MSc in Betriebswirtschaftslehre
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Ferdinand von Siemens
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90 minute exam.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)
Recommended literature



Abernethy, M.A., Bouwens J. and L. van Lent, 2004, “Determinants
of control system design in divisionalized firms,” The Accounting

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self-study (hours per
semester): 146 h





















Review 79, 545-570.
Baiman, S., Larcker, D.F. and M.V. Rajan, 1995, “Organizational
design for business units,” Journal of Accounting Research 33, 205229.
Baker, George, 2002, “Distortion and risk in optimal incentive
contracts,” Journal of Human Resources 37, 728-751.
Baker, George, Robert Gibbons, and Kevin J. Murphy, 1994,
“Subjective performance measures in optimal incentive contracts,”
Quarterly Journal of Economics 109, 1125-56.
Baker, G., Gibbons, R. and K.J. Murphy, 1999, “Informal authority in
organizations,” Journal of Law, Economics & Organization 15, 56-73.
Brickley, James A. and Jerold L. Zimmerman, 2001, “Changing
incentives in a multitask environment: evidence from a top-tier
business school,” Journal of Corporate Finance 7, 367–396.
Courty, Pascal and Gerald Marschke, 2004, “An empirical
investigation of gaming responses to explicit performance
incentives,” Journal of Labor Economics 22, 23-56.
Dominguez Martinez, S., Sloof, R. and F.A. von Siemens, 2010,
“Monitored by Your Friends, Not Your Foes: Strategic Ignorance and
the Delegation of Real Authority,” Working Paper.
Falk, A. and M. Kosfeld, 2006, “The Hidden Costs of Control,”
American Economic Review 96, 1611-1630.
Fehr, E., Kirchsteiger, G., and A. Riedl, 1998, “Gift Exchange and
Reciprocity in Competitive Experimental Markets,” European
Economic Review 42, 1-34.
Fehr, E., Klein, A., and K.M. Schmidt, 2007, “Fairness and Contract
Design,” Econometrica 75, 121-54.
Jensen, M.C. and W.H. Meckling, 1992, “Specific and general
knowledge and organizational structure,” reprinted in: M.C. Jensen,
1998, Foundations of organizational strategy, Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, pp. 103-125.
Kosfeld, M. and F.A. von Siemens, 2009, “Worker Self-Selection and
the Profits from Cooperation,” Journal of the European Economic
Association (Papers and Proceeding) 7, 573-582.



Sloof, R. and C.M. van Praag, 2008, “Performance measurement,
expectancy and agency theory: An experimental study,” Journal of
Economic Behavior and Organization 67, 794-809.

Required courses within the research phase

Course abbreviation:
RSMP

Course type:
Required course

Course name:
Thesis Seminar
Description

Active course time:
45 h (4 SWS)
The Research Seminar is set up as a platform to discuss questions that arise in
connection with the Master Theses of the participants. It is designed to allow
MSc candidates to learn through active interactions among seminar
participants and the organizing professor(s).
There will be two rounds of presentations. The first round of presentations
should concentrate on the research question and/or intended layout of the
thesis and its motivation. The second round of presentations will give a
platform to present the main insights of the more developed (sometimes
even finished) theses.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

A (mandatory) kick-off meeting will take place at the beginning of the
semester.
Abbility to effectively structure and communicate economic content on oral
form.
Appropriation of advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical
knowledge in International Economics and Economic Policy.
Registration for this seminar will have to be done in two steps:
1. In order to sign up for this seminar and your presentation to be
scheduled, please fill in the research seminar registration form
available on the homepage of Prof. Weichenrieder and send it via
email to fiwi.office@wiwi.uni-frankfurt.de with reference: ”Research
Seminar”.
2. Directly after the kick-off meeting we will provide a list for

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self-study (hours per
semester): 135 h

registration that all participants have to sign personally. The list will
also be available at the chair until 18th of April 2018 (RuW, room
4.213).
The research seminar registration form asks for the following pieces of
information:
 Full Name (given name and family name)
 Supervisor of the thesis
 Topic of the thesis, key words
 Seminal papers for the topic (preferably provided by supervisor)
 Official start of the work on the thesis
Both steps of registration have to be completed latest at 18th of April 2018.
In order to complete your studies you must complete the Thesis Seminar
along with your Master Thesis. This means that you should hand in your
Master Thesis in the same semester in which you participate in the Thesis
Seminar. To ensure this, you have to register your Master Thesis at least 18
weeks before the end of the semester.
In order to take the Thesis Seminar in the Summer Semester 2018 you must
register your Master Thesis between 1st of February and the 23rd of May
2018 with the Examination Office.
You still have to separately register for the Thesis Seminar as usual by the
registration deadline. This is possible even if you have not registered your
Master Thesis yet. However, if you do not register your Master Thesis within
the stated time interval, your Thesis Seminar registration will be void and you
will have to repeat it next semester.
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

—
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
—
Once yearly
One semester
Professor Dr. Alfons J. Weichenrieder
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of
marks)

Recommended literature

requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The
lecturer decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up
with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (4 hr/week)
English
Course requirements:
--Regular attendance
--Two presentations by each participant
--Active participation in the general discussion.
Grading/weighting:
--1st presentation (incl. slides) 30 %
--2nd presentation (incl. slides) 50 %
--Participation in the general discussion 20 %
—

